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Introduction 
European and Euro-centred scholarship on migration has increased much after the so called refugee crisis in 
2015. Special emphasis has been put on the policy relevance of such research, while less attention was paid 
on its risks, including that of reproducing instead of challenging institutional categories such as the distinction 
between voluntary/involuntary migration, asylum seekers, refugees, and so on. These categories despite 
been created to protect individuals, ultimately do the opposite. There is also increased expectation that 
research on migration leads to salvific outcomes, providing policy ‘solutions’ to the ‘problem’ of migration 
and integration. This is not however realistic, nor auspicable. The purpose of knowledge coproduction is to 
formulate good questions, or to change the nature of the questions, reframing perspectives. Research should 
ultimately be able to expose the violence of current migration and integration policy and research, putting 
forward counter-narratives. 

In this light, the present research which was conducted over eight months in nine different European cities 
attempts to (1) question the notion of integration, especially to examine whether it corresponds or not with 
lived experiences of urban inhabitants; (2) move beyond the state as privileged unit of analysis to avoid what 
migration scholarship has called ‘methodological nationalism’; (3) engage reflexively with urban inhabitants 
and position their subjective truths.  

The report is structured accordingly1. The first chapter examines current literature in order to dissect and 
move beyond the notion of integration. According to Shinkel (2018), research on migration and integration 
today in Europe especially occurs within a discourse that is “riddled with racism hard to avoid”. Integration 
has failed, both “as a political way to describe the process in which migrants settle, and as a concept in social 
science to analyze such processes” (ibi). We propose alternative concepts and categories that do not belong 
to migranticised language and have been developed outside migration research (such as spatial practice, 
ethics of care and repair). While in migration research, integration practice is narrowly bounded to service 
provision and rights enhancement, we propose to listen to people’s accounts of practices – amidst 
improvisation, precarity, alternative scripts of citizenship and how state rules are negotiated. So the focus 
on practices is both related to institutions as providers, but also to other less visible ones and those related 
to an ethics of care, repair and maintain.   

The section on nine urban territories wishes to briefly profile the cities the research engages with.  

The methodological chapter offers a glimpse into the struggle to move away from quantitative, un-positioned 
and un-reflexive research, while trying to do fieldwork during a pandemic. Such effort has taken different 
directions. First, the issue of categorisation and construction of social identities and stigma is not new to the 
debate on research methods, including the dilemma produced by the simultaneous presence of vulnerability 
and agency, its dehumanising risk, and the risk to create racialised bodies. In practical terms, instead of 
treating the migrant population as a different unit of analysis and investigation by employing separate 
questionnaires and interview guides, we have directed the focus on parts of the whole population, as urban 
inhabitants, which obviously includes migrants, refugees, social workers, practitioners, etc, addressing the 
same questions. We have (reluctantly) kept the word “integration” within most of research and the present 
report, but we have rejected thinking of it as an achievement and as a state. In the questionnaires and 
interview guides we have broken the word down into other categories closer which we deemed to the 
empirical world and subjective experience of urban inhabitants– knowledge, participation, etc. Secondly, we 
have adopted a reflexive gaze throughout the research to acknowledge the position of power, privilege and 
most often whiteness of researchers. We also recognised the limits of this type of research and the fact that 
is not meant to provide solutions. It wishes however to foster further reflections and address the challenges 
faced by local governments.  

The final chapter discusses the findings of the surveys and interviews based on an alternative framework. 
                                                            
1 This is the short version of a longer report including only the findings of each section. 
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1. Literature Review Findings 

The review of the literature around integration appears to confirm arguments put forward through critical 
literature that the dominant integration paradigm generates often exclusion, as it presupposes immobility, a 
condition not possible for many. Additionally, the current policy framework and the governance system of 
migration and integration are excessively compartimentalised missing a nexus. Such a policy gap is common 
to many European countries and has negative implications for economic and social integration as it leads to 
informal labour, segregated and marginalised living, and decreased access to education and health. The 
literature around integration conceptualisations, discourses, practices and policies demonstrate 
overwhelmingly that integration is a process, long-term, localised and that policy cannot be proscriptive, but 
should be reflective and develop from and by local communities and local government. Literature on 
sanctuary cities, local responses and municipalities and civil society and community action offers examples 
of a focus on place/space and micro-level integration strategies and experiences. There remains a gap, 
however, between focus on policy made at the international/national level and local responses to migration 
issues and integration. Likewise, case studies and examples focus on policy navigation, design and 
implementation at the meso-level demonstrating the gap between macro and meso policy/funding or to 
highlight innovation in migrant integration. Although the micro-level relational aspects of integration are 
highlighted by some of the literature, it also highlights that there remains significant gap in understanding 
how this relational ethnographic focus and processes can affect policy. What emerges particularly strongly 
from this literature is that integration as a concept, discourse or policy, particularly in the context changing 
migration patterns and processes, is not naturally conducive to practice that generates inclusions. Indeed, 
the calls for ethnographic method, and refocus on relational processes, embedding, emplacement, 
encounters and a feminist ethics of care to challenge dominant paradigms of migrant integration practice 
and theory.  

Stemming from the finding of the literature review, the research has the following objectives: 

(1) To move away from a rigid, obsolete notion of integration, to embrace the idea of inhabitation as a 
relational practice constituted by transformative formal and informal encounters between displaced 
people, places, institutions and services that are developed to endure and maintain life. Inhabitation is 
ultimately the result of complex daily strategies of learning, navigating and governing the city. Such an 
understanding enables us to shift our focus onto the historical and present experiences of those who 
‘have to integrate’, recognizing the centrality of inhabitants, including migrants’ and refugees’ own 
assessments. 

In line with the main objective, our research approach: 

(2) Employs concepts, notions and ‘categories’ that have been developed outside migration research (in 
urban sociology, planning and development). In order to avoid treating the migrant population as a 
different unit of analysis and investigation, we have instead directed the focus on parts of the whole 
population, as urban inhabitants, which obviously includes migrants, refugees, social workers, 
practitioners, etc 

(3) Maintains the word “integration” within most of research and the present report, but rejects thinking of 
it as an achievement and as a state. The notion of integration is broken down into other categories 
closer to the empirical world and subjective experience of the urban inhabitants– knowledge, 
participation, etc.  

(4) Adopts a reflexive gaze to acknowledge the position of power, privilege and whiteness of researchers. 
We are also recognising the huge limits of this type of research and the fact that is not meant to provide 
solutions nor it is particularly anxious to be policy relevant. It wishes however to foster further reflection 
and address the challenges faced by local governments.  

(5) Questions the notion of practice beyond the idea of best practice, success and more in general beyond 
the idea of integration practice narrowly bounded to service provision and rights enhancement. 
Conversely we have tried to emphasise people’s accounts of practices – amidst improvisation, precarity, 
alternative scripts of citizenship and how state rules are negotiated, focusing on practices related t 
institutions as providers, but also other less visible ones and those related to an ethics of care, repair 
and maintain.  
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2. Eight Urban biographies   
Gdansk, Poland 

Gdansk is a city in the north of Poland. It is the countries primary seaport. It has a population estimated at 
460,000 (2018) and is home to some 25,000 refugees and migrants. Poland is described as one of most 
homogenous countries in Europe. The city of Gdansk, however, is described as multicultural, having 
experienced periods of Polish, German, and Prussian rule, as well as periods of autonomy or self-rule. Due 
to the location of Gdansk and its seaport, its culture and identity has been affected by diverse influences 
during its history. Most migration into Gdansk has occurred over the past 25 years and from the east – from 
Ukraine, Chechnya, Georgia, and Belarus, but there are also refugees from countries such as Rwanda and 
Syria. Poland, however, has had fewer applications for asylum and refugees staying than other EU countries 
and migration pattern in Gdansk are characterised more by temporary migration of an economic character 
or for university study than by medium and long-term migration. Polish national policy on integration has 
reflected the temporary nature and limited scale of economic migration and has targeted culturally and 
linguistically aligned migrants that did not pose a significant integration challenge.’ Migration law allowed 
and encouraged migrant access to the labour market but these regulations were not accompanied by any 
comprehensive integration measures, reflecting the temporary character of most migration to Poland.  
 
The conflict in Ukraine and broader European refugee crisis of 2015 increased migration to Poland. In 
response, the Government of Poland abolished previous immigration policy (the ‘Polish Migration Policy’). 
The decision was said to be based on ideological reasons as much as on migration statistics and fears. This 
move stalled any discussion of Polish integration policy and also reduced funding for NGO’s working on 
integration. Restrictions on immigration were also accompanied by a shift in public opinion. Between 2015 
and 2017, public opinion changed from being cautious supporters to decisive opponents of admitting 
refugees into the country, which Justyna Seges Frealak, Beata Łaciak (2018) link to ‘the public debate and 
the rhetoric of political elites who have been using fear of immigration for their own political purposes’ and 
the association of refugees with increase terrorism risk. Civil society efforts towards building solidarity with 
migrants were overshadowed by anti-immigration rhetoric of politicians and the media and by the 
securitisation of migration issue. 
 
In stark contrast to national policy and anti-immigration rhetoric, Gdansk Mayor (Pawel Adamowicz d.2019) 
and local organisations led initiatives to positively integrate migrants and set standards for best practice. The 
Gdansk Integration Model of June 2016 was launched against a national context of rising xenophobia; 
populism; religious conservatism and within high homogeneity of population. The model established a 
framework to encourage individuals and institutions in all spheres, from education and culture to labour and 
health, to actively include refugees. 
 
‘The overall goal of the Immigrant Integration Model (IIM) is to develop a migration management system in 
public institutions and social purpose organisations in Gdansk, and to enhance the integration of immigrants  
in the following areas: education, culture, social assistance, housing, counteracting violence and 
discrimination, local communities, employment, and health.’ Within this model, integration was defined as 
‘Contrary to assimilation, an integration model is based on the assumption that mutual accommodation 
between immigrants and the host society is a two-way process’ that involves the host community and 
requires commitment from immigrants. ‘Migrants’ commitment within this two-way process: is for 
immigrants to be ready to learn and respect the local cultural and legal norms and demonstrate 
willingness to learn the host country’s culture, customs and language, as a prerequisite for achieving full 
integration. The model commits to no ghettos or clusters – advocating instead dispersal across the city 
and integration into existing services rather than specialised centralised centres offering a variety of services 
to migrants. As part of the initiative, an Immigrant Council, of 13 migrant representatives, was 
appointed 19/09/2016 to advise the Mayor and other local authorities on migrant and refugee integration 
related issues and policies. The model was extended to other cities through a Mayoral alliance - between 
Wrocław and Wałbrzych and Gdansk (2015). This alliance outlined a four-point “declaration of co-operation 
on openness and intercultural dialogue” and promoted practice and experience exchanges with other cities. 
 
The example of Gdansk demonstrates to role of local leaders/Mayors in setting inclusive tone and fostering 
integration to counter populism and xenophobia, and to forge a more holistic, robust, and inclusive response 
to refugee situations globally and to get people talking. The Mayor of Gdnask died 14th January 2019 after 
being stabbed at a charity event.  
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Alcorcon, Spain 

Alcorcon is a relatively large medium-sized city, with a sizeable proportion of immigrants and a considerable 
degree of diversity. One out of eight inhabitants in Alcorcón, {Fuenlabrada and Leganés, and one out of four 
in Parla] have a nationality different than Spanish (2010). Alcorcon is a described as ‘a working-class 
municipality next to the city of Madrid’. Large numbers are employed in construction. The town and others 
around it experienced rapid urban growth over the past fifty years due to migration from other areas of Spain 
to Madrid area – attracted by its industrialisation. Mid 1980s/1990s a second wave of migration, this time 
international, driven by sustained economic growth between the mid-1990‘s and 2007, generally above EU 
averages, and the construction boom in Madrid in the 1990s. 
 
Spain experienced an ‘immigration boom’ due to sustained and high levels of economic growth between the 
mid-1990‘s and 2007. Immigration was said to be responsible for 86% demographic increase (1998-2010). 
The size of the immigrant population [increased from about 1 million in the year 2000 to over 5.5 million in 
2009, without counting the hundreds of thousands who naturalized in the same period. In these years Spain 
was the second largest recipient of immigrants in the OECD, only surpassed by the much larger United 
States. Immigrants have come from a host of countries in four continents, especially from Latin America, 
Northern Africa and Eastern Europe. A sizeable part of them settled in the Madrid region, including the 
southern municipalities. 
 
This growth was ended by economic crisis and demand for foreign labour has decreased accordingly. The 
financial crisis caused high unemployment amongst migrant men as construction industry was hit by 
economic downturn. Some migration out of area occurred but the majority stayed. 
In 2019 the city population was put at 170,514. The municipality population steadily rose from 2007. 
Stabilises in 2008, but declined between 2014-2015 [to 167,136], then rose again to same level. 
 
Data from 2018 shows that the estimated demography according to country of Birth was: Spain 146,408; EU 
4,574; and other country 18,520. Population density was estimated at 5,000/km (13,000/sq mi).Foreigners 
as a proportion of population in 2018 was 9.31% and foreign-born was 13.62. Unemployment was 13.76% 
and this figure was lower than previous years, such as 2010 when it had risen to 16.5%. Unemployment in 
Alcorcon had more than doubled between 2004-2010. The demography of the migrant population in Alcorcon 
is mixed but primarily adults of working age and from other parts of Europe, Africa and the Americas. The is 
a substantial presence of 21,000 Latin American immigrant, and gangs were reported to be a feature of this 
community. A 2007 news articles suggests that there was rise in anti-immigrant opinion and that policy 
changes were made to curb increased migration from eastern Europe.  On January 19, 2007, there were 
clashes between Spanish and immigrant youth in Alcorcon.  
 
Civil society organisations have played a leading role in integration of migrants in Spain. Efforts to promote 
the social integration of immigrants by public powers and by institutions of the civil society have been 
prominent in Spain, and in the Madrid region, since the 1990‘s, if not before. A national Integration Plan was 
adopted by the central government in 1994, and despite the fact that it was little more than a catalogue of 
principles and good intentions, valuable instruments such as the Permanent Observatory of Immigration and 
the Forum for the Social Integration of Immigrants resulted from it. 
 
Alcorcon has a very active local authority integration plan. The ‘strength of the ‘third sector‘, working in close 
partnership with local powers, has been a defining feature of the integration landscape in Spain and in the 
Madrid region, as well as a valuable asset.’ 
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Brescia, Italy 
 
Brescia city is located within the Lombardy region, and is the principal town of the Province of Brescia. The 
province has a population of 1.264.000 people, and Brescia city has a population of 196.670. In 2018, third 
country nationals (TNC) in the city of Brescia in 2018 represented 19,2% of the city population, and 12,4% 
of the total province population. Brescia is densely urbanised. Industry is based on manufacturing in the 
metallurgic industry, textiles and in food processing, and on agriculture. Migrants represent a significant 
proportion of the labour force, playing a role to a large extent complementary to local workers who are not 
available anymore to take up the jobs in the industrial and especially manufacturing sectors (Ambrosini, 
2001; Marini, 2002). 
 
The immigrant population in Italy is characterised by a large pool of irregular residents. In 2008 the Lombardy 
Region hosted about ¼ of the total migrant population of the country. The migrant population in the Brescia 
province more than doubled in the 5 years before 2008 and accounted for approximately 10% of the 
Province’s population and for 17% of Lombardy’s total foreign population. 

In 2009 Italy’s migrant population was described as such: Albanians are the largest group (375,947) followed 
by Moroccans (343,228) and Romanians (342,200). The fourth largest community is the Chinese (144,885) 
followed by the Ukrainian (120,070, of whom 97,012 are women). Other major migrant groups include 
Filipinos, Tunisians, Poles and former-Yugoslavian. 

In 2019, Brescia was rated one of the top five provinces for foreign residents (157,463, or 12.4 percent) the 
demography of the migrant population in 2006 was In terms of countries of origin, from Pakistan (2,621), 
Egypt (2,061), China (1,899), Albania (1,774), Ukraine (1,641), Bangladesh (1,471), Ghana (1,236), Indian 
Sikhs (1,207), Sri Lanka (1,205), and Romania (1,166). There was a significant rise in migrants from some 
Central and Eastern European communities –Ukrainians, Moldavians and Romanians in the mid-2000s.  

Brescia municipality has nine constituencies. Distribution of foreign nationals across the constituencies in 
2009 was recorded as follows: The largest number of foreigners (approximately 20% of the total foreign 
population) reside in the 9th constituency (circoscrizione), where the proportion of foreigners in the 
population is 23.4% – the highest among the nine constituencies of the city. Centro Storico Nord, a borough 
of the 9th constituency, houses alone more than 50% of the constituency’s foreign population: here over 
30% of the total population is made up by foreign nationals. The proportion of foreign residents is also very 
high in the 4th constituency (22.4%). The 5th constituency, on the contrary, hosts the smallest number of 
foreigners, while the 2nd and 3rd constituencies shows the smallest relative incidence (8%). 

A large concentration of migrants tends to characterise the Province on the whole, and foreign residents live 
mainly in areas of the Province where there is a larger supply of accommodation as well as a concentration 
of public services, which is a regional strength in migrant support.  
 
Welcoming and integration policies were developed from 1989, including a process of ‘shared citizenship’ in 
which Italian citizens and citizens of foreign origins were seen as active subjects, having the same rights 
within the city and therefore equally benefiting from the social policies and services provided by the local 
administration. ‘Proximity citizenship’ was also developed, in which integration began with the concept of 
citizenship, and anti-discrimination policies were implemented.  

Cooperation with social partners and non-governmental organisations was one of the fundamental to the 
implementation of immigration policies by the city of Brescia, amongst which links to the Catholic voluntary 
organisations were central.  
 
Although citizenship appears at the centre of the integration strategy, irregular migrants are guaranteed 
essential rights such as most public health care services and access to public schools for their children. 
 

The primary challenges faced in 2009 were intercultural integration and developing perceptions of shared 
belonging amongst local and migrant residents and the right-wing political parties fomenting racial hatred.  
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Sardinia Region, Italy 
 
Sardina and other regions with special status in Italy have greater administrative and legislative autonomy 
from the Constitution. Maria Luisa Gentileschi 2005 writing about Sardinia in 2005, noted that:  

‘High unemployment, especially among the young, which has resulted in persistent labour 
emigration, is of course the main reason why this region attracts few immigrants, even if they occupy 
jobs refused by the natives. Moreover, turnover of the foreign population is high with major inflows 
of seasonal workers employed in the tourist trade. There are also few jobs in agriculture, a sector 
which by contrast attracts large numbers of foreign workers in southern Italy.’ 

 
Sardinia remained economically dependent on Rome and experienced the lowest levels of immigration in 
Italy (CNEL reports) although cities had higher percentages in comparison to net migration statistics. [info 
true pre 2015]. Migrants were concentrated in three provinces: Cagliari and Sassari (S) and Olbia Tempio 
(N). 
 
The Bossi-Finni Law of 2002, which was introduced to regulate immigration into Italy, changed migration 
patterns to Sardinia. Increased numbers of migrants from Eastern Europe, (especially from Romania) then 
Morocco, Senegal, China, Ukraine came to the island. It then became an increasingly attractive ‘point of 
entry’ for migrants from north Africa.  
 
Instability caused by the economic crisis and a ‘structurally weak labour market’ increased negative attitude 
towards immigrants, who were accused of taking jobs. Although the general political attitude and leaders 
attitude towards immigration recognised the labour market need for migrant labour and were neutral or 
positive. Immigration was viewed as a resource. Therefore, Sardinia in 2014 had escaped polarising effect 
of immigration on politics. Yet, poor integration policy pre-2015 led to high levels of unemployment and 
immigrant homelessness. The allocation of funds through the SPRAR system facilitated local integration 
efforts which were better able to address these challenges. 
   
 
In early 2019, Sardina was one of three Italian provinces to challenge the so-called Salvini security decree, 
which came into force on 5 October 2018, that was believed to undermine the SPRAR system of reception 
and integration programmes managed by municipalities and NGOs, with funding from the interior ministry. 
Under the decree, only recognised refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, as well as 
unaccompanied minors, are able to stay in SPRAR accommodations leaving asylum seekers hosted only in 
collective reception centres or in temporary reception centres, which meet only basic standards for reception 
conditions. Sardinia’s governor said that the decree"creates uncertainty, insecurity and dis-integration." 
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Ioannina, Greece 
The 1990s saw restrictive immigration policy introduced in Greece. Border restrictions and removal 
procedures criminalised migrants. Migrants status was regulated after 1997 and two presidential decrees and 
in 2001 Greece introduced its first immigration law, in which migrants were accepted if employed. Laws of 
2005-2007 provided greater recognition of the permanence of immigration and possible benefits of it and 
led to an action plan for social integration. Yet resources were not directed towards its implementation 
hindering migrant integration initiatives. The socialist govt 2009 harmonised Greek policy to EU directives on 
reception and return and in April 2014 new immigration laws, a ‘Migration Code’ made improvement to 
migrant rights and integration but restricted public services to those who those who could prove legal entry 
into Greece. Greece became a point of entry for thousands of migrants during the refugee ‘crisis’ of 2015 
and was unable to adequately process the sheer numbers of arrivals which exceeded 860,000 in 2015 alone. 
Migrants came primarily from Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. Greece began as short-term transit country, but 
after closure of ‘Balkan Route’ and the European Union (EU) – Turkey Statement in March 2016, Greece 
became ‘a country hosting a growing population of refugees and asylum seekers who would be remaining in 
Greece for the foreseeable future.’ In 2019 Greece was reported to be processing more than 11 percent of 
EU asylum applications. The nature of the response began to change to cater to the needs of a largely 
stationery population. Integration of migrants became an overarching concern, however, Greece still officially 
considers itself a transit country, and national policy is directed at providing refugees and asylum seekers 
with temporary relief while awaiting permanent resettlement.  
 
The situation was characterised by overflowing camps, derogatory policy rhetoric by some politicians, an 
inefficient public sector, and dysfunctional relations with the EU that prevented effective solutions to Greece’s 
problems. Existing accommodation available for refugees has been pushed to its limits, migrant shanty towns 
developed in worst affected areas and migrants are separated from local populations. Employment is scarce 
even for those with Greek language skills due to the poor economic situation in Greece and nationwide 
unemployment stands at 18.5 percent.  In January 2019, the government of Greece presented for public 
consultation a proposal for a new strategy, resulting in the July 2019 National Integration Strategy. The new 
strategy contains provisions regarding education, labour market integration, racism and xenophobia, among 
others. In addition to these overarching strategies, the government also drafted a policy paper providing for 
educational actions for refugee children in 2016. Greece does not have a standard integration programme 
for newcomer third-country nationals. (https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/governance/greece). The 
Democracy Party government elected in the summer of 2019 introduced new laws and regulations, however, 
on asylum and detention and removal plans that have been termed punitive and hard-right. 
  
Ioannina is situated in northwest mainland Greece and is the main city of the Epirus administrative region. 
Inward and outward migration are said to be ‘a strong feature of the city’s history and identity’ and migrants 
have been attracted to the area due to economic opportunities.  The economy of Epirus region is one of lest 
developed in Greece but Ioannina city boasts a diverse economy focused on food production, education and 
tourism. Between 2008 and 2011 the Ioannina area also experienced significant proportional fall in 
population.  The city population is approximately 10% non-Greek origin, primarily Albanian, also Pakistanis, 
Cypriots, Chinese and Africans also resident. 
 
In the context of the massive increase in migrant population in Greece from 2015, and the legislative 
framework for accommodating them, the local municipal authorities of Ioannina and Epirus have been given 
responsibility for processing migrant permits and asylum status and responsibility to establish and run local 
Councils of Migrant Integration enabling long-term and legal migrants to participate more actively in social 
life Political and local policy backing for a positive approach to immigration and integration in Ioannina city 
council and Epirus regional governance has been strong. The experience of large numbers of migrants during 
the Albania/Kosova conflict is said to have prepared local governance for coping and adapt to new conditions 
without help from central government. Local governance sought to prepare for the eventuality of 
accommodating large numbers of migrants in the context also of Albanian border closures and to ‘make 
Ioannina a community which is welcoming to newcomers (whether they arrive through choice or under 
duress) and which has the legislative and institutional infrastructure and expertise to transform their 
hospitality into practical support and sustainable communal integration.’ Strong political motivation to be a 
welcoming inclusive city, is recognised by the Intercultural Cities, but less has been attained in practice.  
 
Migrant accommodation varies between Katsikas Camp outside the town, accommodation inside city, Agia 
Eleni (a former youth hostel in Ioannina, Western Greece, that has been renovated by UNHCR in the 
framework of ESTIA programme). Since 2016, SolidarityNow implements innovative accommodation 
programs for refugees and asylums seekers. The aim of the programs is to ameliorate the everyday life of 
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those people, to help them become more autonomous and to be appropriately prepared to claim their rights 
and take charge as well as responsibility for their new lives. The Accommodation program is implemented 
all over Greece in Attika, Thessaloniki, in Ioannina and in the island of Tilos (recently the intervention was 
completed). The Tilos – Pilot Program for Social Coexistence, has been an example of a locally-funded 
international project, through which local communities have welcomed refugees by supporting them and 
making sure they have a smooth integration in the society (program completed). Mikri Poli, is a community 
centre for refugees and migrants opened in 2017. Located in the village of Platanos, it offers a range of free 
educational, cultural and recreational activities for adults and children from all backgrounds, as well as 
support to access social services. The facilities include two classrooms, a computer lab, a family support 
room, a childcare area, a kitchen and a lounge area. Space for interaction. Run by Oxfam and Terre des 
hommes and supported by the European Union emergency support funding.  

 
A challenge identified by the literature and by local organisations is that that funding is inadequate and/or 
mistimed. Funding was reported to have dropped in 2017 when it was needed for integration. A further 
challenge is the absorption of migrants into the labour market. The Greek economy is characterised by 
extremely high levels of self-employment and there is very little government support for immigrant 
integration into the labour market. In Ioannina unemployment is 21.3 percent – above national averages 
and the highest in the country. Unemployment is also significantly worse among TCNs. Whilst integration 
efforts are successful in other areas of life and gaining legal status grants migrants the same rights as Greek 
citizens, unemployment is a barrier to integration in more ways than one. Overcrowded camps and 
continuation of dispersals and new arrivals means that some hostility to new arrivals is experienced amongst 
local population and amongst existing migrant populations. ‘At a camp in Katsikas, near Ioannina, refugees 
refused to allow newly arrived migrants in; the camp was meant to house 300 migrants, but more than 1,000 
people now live in containers there.’ Opportunity to access to language classes and conversing with native 
Greeks may be a problem.  

Thessaloniki, Greece 

Thessaloniki is a medium-sized city with a population of over 1 million people. Thessaloniki has a centuries-
long history of provision of refuge to those fleeing persecution and conflict, including Sephardic Jews in the 
1400s and Greek refugee returnees in the 1900s. Thessaloniki and the surrounding area hosts approximately 
16,000 asylum seekers and refugees from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, plus south Asian 
and African countries. It has been described as both a transit city and a destination city. In 2016 Thessaloniki 
had 324,766 inhabitants and 45.695 migrants with legal residence permits in the local community. 
Thessaloniki’s location close to Greece’s northern borders, its large international humanitarian presence, and 
association with the presence of smugglers who might assist irregular migrants, has made it an attractive 
destination. The area experienced many ‘spontaneous arrivals’ in which smugglers transported people 
outside official transfers and directly to Thessaloniki city rather than to the reception facility at Fylakio. 
Migrants were, therefore not registered with Greek authorities. This left many without access to shelter, 
cash, benefits, services and increased informality of living or onward migration.  
 
Thessaloniki has developed an Integrated Action Plan for Integration of Refugees: ‘Integration and 
inclusion is a two-way process. While individual agency free of paternalism is key for successful inclusion, 
this does not insinuate that inclusion happens on its own. The current Action Plan takes the view that a 
proactive stance in order to facilitate to creation of pathways for inclusion; in particular, the focus should 
be on removing barriers, filling gaps, reforming Municipal structures to effectively respond to 
new realities on the ground and providing key assistance where needed. An important aspect of 
this pathway and process is supporting vulnerable groups in achieving self-reliance. While there are 
limitations to the mandate of the Municipality to intervene in key sectoral areas such as employment, health, 
education policies; there are key areas where supportive measures can bolster overall national and regional 
efforts. In this respect, the promotion of affordable housing in the City, creation of robust employability 
programmes for citizens and non-citizens alike, linking the private and public sector and supporting 
individuals through non-formal education activities are some of the central measures foreseen by the Action 
Plan.’ Report demonstrates the differing integration paths of migrants based on accommodation they live in. 
Those with own accommodation sought employment for integration. Those in housing schemes employment 
was low compared to these with own accommodation (self-reliance). However, ‘The free services, such as 
food, clothing or the day centre for homeless offered by the Municipality and NGOs, were used more by the 
self-accommodated households compared to the refugees and asylum-seekers in the accommodation 
scheme’ 
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Thirteen municipalities in Greece are taking part in the Cities for Integration Network to cooperate in 
knowledge exchange, capacity-building, policy development and actions for refugee integration. The 
participating municipalities—Athens, Agios Dimitrios (Attica), Heraklion (Crete), Thessaloniki, Ioannina, 
Karditsa, Larissa, Levadon, Nea Philadelphia - Nea Chalkidona (Attica), Piraeus, Tireon, Piraeus—are host to 
12,434 asylum seekers and beneficiaries of international protection.  
 
Migrant accommodation: ‘The majority of refugees and asylum seekers in Thessaloniki Metropolitan area 
reside in apartments rather than in ORFs. There is only one site connected with Thessaloniki’s public bus 
routes, all other sites are located far away from the city. While information is available on asylum seekers 
and refugees residing in urban accommodation schemes and open accommodation sites, much less is known 
about those who are self-accommodated, the ones who reside unofficially in open accommodation sites and 
others who arrived spontaneously’ In 2016 the greater Thessaloniki area had seven camps (Open Reception 
facilities (ORFs) in: Diavata, Oraiokastro, Kalochori, Sinatex, Softex, Derveni, and Vasilika. All but Diavata 
were closed in 2017 with the start of an urban housing program that resettled refugees in Thessaloniki city. 
Asylum seekers and refugees typically will initially take residence in the Diavata camp, which is a former 
military settlement with an offical capacity for 936 persons, located on the outskirts of the city some 6.2 
miles (10 km) from the centre. It is one of the most overcrowded camps on mainland Greece and is reported 
to be an insecure place particularly for children and women. Self-accommodation in apartments within the 
city has become a common move, independently or through an Urban Housing Program. The UNHCR, in 
cooperation with the Greek Government, NGOs and local authorities including the Municipality of 
Thessaloniki, provides urban accommodation and cash assistance to refugees and asylum seekers through 
ESTIA (the Emergency Support to Integration and Accommodation programme), funded by the European 
Union Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid (ECHO). In Thessaloniki, at the end of 2018 approximately 870 
places, coordinated by the Thessaloniki Municipality REACT project, had been created. Although some 
refugees and asylum seekers have chosen to remain in the camp due to regular, although often inadequate, 
provision of medical care, first aid, transportation, interpretation, and food assistance by humanitarian 
organisations, including UNHCR,. There is some distrust of humanitarian aid worker among refugees and 
asylum seekers, who may accuse such organizations of withholding aid and of discriminating against certain 
nationalities. A report published in 2017 suggested, in the context of employment and Diavata residents 
relying on local informal work, that ‘without leaving Diavata, integration is almost impossible.’ The Urban 
Housing Program began in 2013 when Praksis and Arsis (Greek NGOs) established low-income housing in 
pre-existing apartment complexes in Thessaloniki. In November 2016, low-income housing projects across 
the greater Thessaloniki area were also established. The Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) was the largest 
provider of this accommodation, but in in March of 2018 their operations in Thessaloniki were suspended. 
This forced refugees, including those categorised as vulnerable, to fend for themselves. Solidarity Now, 
Caritas, React, Praksis, Arsis, and Intersos now manage low-income housing in the area. Many migrants also 
choose to self-accommodate if they have the resources to do so.  
 
Challenges: As in Ioannina, unemployment and underemployment are challenges to integration. Whilst 
legal status had a significant impact on ability to find employment, the national economy was also a 
significant barrier to gaining work. A report profiling migrants in Thessaloniki (2019) reported 70% of the 
asylum seekers and refugees who had been working were actively looking for more work and were 
underutilising existing qualifications. Migrants identified the lack of availability of employment opportunities 
in Greece coupled with inability to communicate in Greek to an adequate level as significant barriers to 
employment. Lack of documentation and legal status was also seen as a barrier and learning the Greek 
language was mentioned by many interviewees as particularly important. The importance placed on gainful 
employment and experience of barriers to it was reported as a primary cause for forced some persons into 
illegal income-generating activities. Finding employment was the condition prioritized for integration by most 
households across all types of accommodation as well as recognized legal status that formalized their position 
in Greece. For those accommodated in camps (Diavata), social interaction with Greek nationals was reported 
to be limited. Distance from the town and designated within-camp services, as well as language barriers, 
contributed to this dislocation. The continuation of new transfers to the camp also triggered protests. In 
2019 small-scale local protests against transfers occurred demonstrating some local disaffection with the 
continued increase in numbers/ or renewal of migrant population. One report identified a number of 
challenges within education: teachers not always willing to invest time in children who they believe will not 
stay in Greece or the area. Language barriers and irregular attendance contribute to this. In other contexts, 
refugee children have been excluded or avoided by other school children and are often socially isolated from 
their peers. It would appear from this that there may be a gap in mediation between schools and families of 
migrants. Funding for further education is also inadequate. 
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Lisbon, Portugal 
Lisbon went from a place from which people emigrated migration flows reversed in the late 1990s and it became 
an immigration destination. It gained a reputation as being ‘a good place for the integration of various ethnic, 
cultural and religious communities’ as the national and local governments had been considered successful in 
implementing policies for welcoming new cultures. Its migration boom in the mid-1990s was largely connected to 
growth in the construction sector and subsequent labour demands. Migration trends diversified in this era, in 
particular it experienced increased flows of Brazilians and later from Eastern and South-eastern Europe, especially 
from the Ukraine, Moldova, and Romania – linked to Portugal’s accession to the EU (in 2017 19% of migrants were 
of EU origin). Others from China, Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh are also present. According to the Council of 
Europe (2011) the population of Lisbon tripled between 1991 and 2001, and from 2001 to 2009, it increased by 
130 per cent. Demography: Lisbon had a population of approximately 504,471 in 2017, 9.8% of which were 
migrants, although other estimates for previous years were higher: In 2016, 10,08% were foreigners and in 2011, 
12% were foreigners. In 2011, Brazilians were the largest group of foreigners (25.5 per cent), followed by 
Ukrainians (11 per cent) and Cape Verdeans (10.1 per cent). Rapid and unplanned migration and population 
increases has contributed to the segregation of different communities within the city, creating cultural ghettos in 
the city, with migrant populations concentrated in overcrowded city peripheries, negatively affecting capacity to 
integrate.  Policy context: in 1995, the country has adopted a Human Rights based framework for migration 
policies and ranked second among the 31 countries evaluated by the Migration Policy Index (MIPEX), regarding 
the quality of services, facilitating family reunion, and providing access to nationality. In 2018 it was ranked 46th 
among the 95 cities in The Intercultural City Index sample. Lisbon has no municipal policies on migrant or 
refugee issues, which are the exclusive competency of the National Government. However, Lisbon sees diversity 
as a cultural asset, and central to its identity as a global city that attractive to investment, skilled migration and 
emigrant returnees. The City Council has a dedicated structure responsible for promoting interculturality. The city 
is an example of informal cooperation between national and local levels of governance of migration. The 
government the city counts on a number of institutions, with whom it works in partnership, to achieve the goals 
and proposals established in the Municipal Plan for the Integration of Immigrants 2015-2017 and then 2018-2020. 
The Plan recognises the ‘potentialities that cultural diversity attributes to one's own city’ and is formed around 
three axis: 1) Citizenship and participation 2) Employment, entrepreneurship, values and capacity and 3) Diversity, 
which covers: Relations with countries of origin; Interfaith dialogue; Urban cultural dynamics; Racism and 
discrimination and Social exclusion. Lisbon’s core policy objective of promoting local diversity means that it works 
with local partners and with civil society organisations in the area of cultural programming to provide resources 
and coordination for three major cultural celebrations in the city each year. The city engages in consultations with 
local civil society and NGO organisations and facilitates consultative platforms through which they can communicate 
issues and concerns to city actors, notably the Municipal Council for Interculturality and Citizenship, the Municipal 
Interculturality Forum and the Rede Social network. The Municipal Council on for Interculturality and Citizenship 
includes representative of migrant organisations which supports city cooperation with migrant associations. The 
Local Centres of Immigrants’ Integration Support (CLAII) was established as a space to welcome newcomers, 
offering support and information in regard to nationality, family reunification, housing, voluntary return, labour, 
health, education and other daily life issues. Access to services is established through the Immigrant Support 
Centre is a nationally coordinated initiative with one branch in Lisbon which provides access to services including 
municipal registration. Municipality helpdesks are located throughout the city.  
 
Accommodation: renting private housing is reported to be more expensive for migrants than for the general 
population. According to MC2CM (2017) 86% of foreigners in Lisbon paid more than €200 per month rent compared 
to compared to 51% of the renting non - migrant population. Discrimination in the accommodation sector is reported 
to be particularly directed at those from Brazil and sub - Saharan Africa.   Portuguese guarantor or a permanent 
employment contract may be required. Informality of living: squats are used by undocumented migrants who 
lack the rights to access social or private housing, and by other migrants who lack the financial means to meet 
housing costs. Employment: the IOM (2013) report identifies that migrants tend to be concentrated in certain 
sectors, most of which require low level skills such as: administrative activities and auxiliary services; hotels, 
restaurants and other similar activities; construction; wholesale and retail commerce and manufacturing industries. 
MC”CM reported that ‘the service sector accounted for 60% of working nationals of PALOP countries including Sao 
Tomé (59.5%), and Cape Verde (53.6%) , and a significant proportion of working nationals of Nepal (77.7%) and 
Brazil (57.3%).’ Migration trends and flows have also led to an increase in skilled EU migrants in ‘intellectual and 
scientific professions’ (31.5%) which has led to a certain polarisation of labour migration to Lisbon. Unemployment 
is also reported to be more prevalent among some sectors of the migrant communities. EU nationals were reported 
to have a comparable unemployment rate (6.3%) to the non - migrant population (6.1%). This is contrasted with 
the far higher rate for nationals of PALOP countries (18.1%). Examples of initiatives to promote entrepreneurship 
amongst the general population resident in the city, include: Lisbon Incubators Network, Entrepreneurial Lisbon, 
the Programme for Young Entrepreneurs, and the Lisbon Social Incubator. Some are targeted specifically at 
migrants. The Lisbon Project is an organisation focused on integration of migrants and refugees through 
empowerment and community.  
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Oberhausen, Germany 
 
Germany had 2 integration plans. The National Integration Plan of 2007 focused on education, training, 
employment, and cultural integration, while the National Action Plan on  Integration of 2012 created 
instruments to render the results of the integration policy measurable. Then in May 2016, the Meseberg 
Declaration on Integration was adopted by the Federal Cabinet. The declaration outlined the Government 
policy based on a two-way integration principle: offering support, training and job opportunities to foreigners 
but also requiring efforts in return and highlighting their duties. An integration Plan introduced in 2010 sought 
to standardise the large number of coexisting integration measures taken by the federal, state and local 
governments and resulted in a needs-based orientation programme and greater coordination. Integration 
mainstreaming has not been incorporated into Germany’s integration policy leading to fragmented policies 
scattered across many levels of government with both vertical and horizontal coordination in need of 
development. Civil-society organizations and employees in public services continue to call for a shift away 
from policymaking that targets specific groups, and toward measures directed at society, or young people, 
as a whole. 
 
Oberhausen is a city in the Ruhr region, which has approximately 5 million inhabitants and 62,000 with 
migrant background. The city itself has a population of approximately 211,000. It is a town recognised for 
its industrial history and economy based around coalmines and steel mills. This deterioration of the coal and 
steel industries, particularly during the 1990s, resulted in the loss of 40,000 jobs and triggered the city’s 
decline. In this context, efforts to regenerate and diversify the city have been a feature of post-industrial 
identity which were applied to the refugee ‘crisis’ of 2015. During the refugee ‘crisis’, Oberhausen received 
more migrants and refugees than any other region in Germany. Almost 27% of the total number seeking 
asylum in Germany, or 172,511 people, arrived in Oberhausen within the first 10 months of 2016. In 2017 
the city was said to be home to around 1,902 /2500 asylum seekers. As such, questions of integration and 
community have become a central part of the conversation in Oberhausen, with many new projects and 
initiatives starting up to help welcome new arrivals. The city has been recognised for innovative collaborative 
integration initiatives and applauded for leading the way on integration issues, recognising the value of 
refugees/asylum seekers and migrants to regenerating the city. Many integration initiatives have been 
reported as welcome moves towards transforming the city and empowering local communities.   

 
Challenges. Unemployment is a significant challenge in Oberhausen. The unemployment rate is about 10%. 
The BBC estimated in 2017 that only approximately 42 of the 1,902 asylum seekers were employed. 
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Sisak, Croatia  
Croatia is not considered an immigration destination country and has a relatively limited presence of third 
country nationals and the majority came from former Yugoslavian states Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and 
Kosovo.  On 1 January 2017, 14,168 Third Country Nationals (TCNs) were living in Croatia and represented 
0,3 % of the total population, according to the Ministry of Interior and the Croatian Statistics Bureau. The 
latest census, of 2011, suggest that around 13% of the population is foreign-born. This limited presence, 
national integration policy concentrates on teaching the country’s language, history and culture. Integration 
policy in Croatia ad hoc, unplanned, uncoordinated and uninformed. An Action Plan for the Removal of 
Obstacles to the Exercise of Particular Rights in the Area of Integration of Foreigners for the period 2013-
2015. This was followed by a plan for the 2016-2019 period, limited to persons granted international or 
subsidiary protection. The plan focuses on social welfare and health protection, accommodation and housing, 
as well as language learning and education. The government introduced a learning programme in 2014, 
implemented on a case-by-case basis, and published a Guide through Integration in 2015, based on active 
citizenship.  

The city of Sisak began hosting Syrian refugees under the Syrian refugee resettlement scheme on 17 July 
2019. The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) is responsible for the Syrian families’ integration process.  A national 
relocation scheme moved migrants to state-owned apartments – mostly in Sisak and Karlovac. The policy 
was, however, characterised by a lack of communication between national and local agencies. Sisak has 
relied on coordination of projects and initiatives with international and local NGOS and international ones 
such as UNICEF. There has been no national assessment of integration processes in Croatia. Lack of 
consultation with local populations has been a problem highlighted by local news and by NGO’s which has 
led to protests against governments plans to build asylum centres. The remote location of proposed centres 
was also criticised by NGOs. Sisak is notable for its local initiatives supporting and promoting integration in 
a context of weak national integration policy. The town of Sisak is implementing inclusion projects in 
cooperation with UNICEF and other NGOs, to work with school teachers, students, and parents on Roma 
integration issues. Partners have praises Sisak’s efforts and ethos on welcome and integration:  ‘UNICEF 
Croatia’s cooperation over the past few years with the city of Sisak has resulted in making this city one of 
the trailblazers for inclusion and the promotion of equity in the country.  …. Sisak is a small town in central 
Croatia, and the capital of one of the poorest Croatian counties. Having limited resources, but with devoted 
local self-government and support from UNICEF Croatia, Sisak has evolved into a town unswervingly 
committed to supporting the needs and development of every child…. the city itself has taken ownership of 
promoting equity, inclusion and diversity. Sisak is an inspirational and reciprocal partner, acting 
independently. The European Commission, European Web Site on Integration stated that: ‘Several factors 
contribute to Sisak’s being an opportune place for the positive integration outcome of relocated people. First, 
the city has already hosted beneficiaries of international protection. Additionally, local citizens, institutions 
involved in the process of integration and local civil society organisations have also shown a willingness to 
cooperate and involve refugees in their programmes and activities.’  
 

In the latest census conducted in 2011, of the total Sisak population of 47,768. According to Croatia’s National 
Bureau of Statistics, the population estimate for 2020 was 42,844. Population has decline since 1990 
attributed in part to outward economic migration since joining the EU, but conflict, post-conflict movement 
and discrimination have also been cited as causes. Population declines since then was reported to be 1.38%. 
There were 40,590 Croats (84.97%), 3,071 Serbs (6.43%), 1,646 Bosniaks (3.45%), 648 Romani (1.36%), 
179 Albanians (0.37%), 29 Montenegrins (0.06%), and the rest were other ethnicities.  The population by 
religion was 37,319 Roman Catholics (78.13%; since 2009 again served by their own Diocese of Sisak), 
3,279 Orthodox Christians (6.86%), 2,442 Muslims (5.11%) and others.  
Main occupations in the area  are farming, iron works, chemicals, leather (footwear), textiles and food 
processing plants (dairy products, alcoholic beverages), building material, crude oil refinery and thermal 
power. Unemployment was reported to be high in Sisak-Moslavina county and was potentially a challenge to 
integration efforts. The Roma population is significant. An estimated 2165 Roma people live in the town. 
Sisak’s existing integration programmes, or ‘Inclusion’ initiatives include local projects driven by issue of 
Roma integration/inclusion.   
 
Challenges: the main challenges to integration in Sisak are identified as the language barrier, prejudice and 
stigma, and health issues. Croatia is also seen as transit country, meaning that migrant willingness to 
integrate, learn local language and build social networks may be lacking. 
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3. Reflections on Methodology 
Transforming face to face into distance methods. Doing research during pandemics. Isolation and 
immobility measures to contain the spread of COVID during March to September 2020 forced us to redesign 
our approach to research, avoiding in person interaction to protect both participants and researchers, and 
identify remote and distant tools to achieve similar ends. The research consisted of the big three – 
questionnaires, focus groups and interviews. We decided to conduct the surveys and focus groups online 
and the interviews via phone (some have been delayed and conducted face to face at later stage). Given the 
research was not borne digital, we also decided to include some tools such as photo/video elicitation. Doing 
research online came with new ethical issues, including digital divide, privacy and security issues, biases with 
sampling and recruitment, amongst others. Thoughts on ethics were less about how to do things, and more 
toward how still relevant the research was. We engaged in long discussions with partners on whether the 
research was still needed, and, if it was, what was its impact? What if we accidentally involved traumatised 
and vulnerable subject (whether team, staff or participants2)? On the other side, excluding them deliberately 
also had ethical implications. Another recurrent question was: how to avoid been a burden to partners, their 
staff and the participants? We attempted to make the research activities less time consuming as possible, 
and more meaningful and empowering as possible, following instances of research justice (Jolivette, 2015). 
Participants were seen and addressed as the experts and owners of the knowledge produced by this research. 
This short report, alongside the infographics and the newsletters are meant to disseminate findings amongst 
participants, and the broader public.  

Research design. Our mixed-methods approach using quantitative and qualitative data collection (desk 
and documentary research on concepts, practices and policy; surveys, focus groups and oral narratives 
/micro-level ethnographic research) helped us to confront individual accounts with official discourses of policy 
makers and perceptions of the partners to understand the different ‘registers of meaning’ that shape the 
complex interactions and transactions of migrants with places. For understanding integration, we needed 
first to ‘zoom in’ by reviewing a variety of conceptual tools and perspectives, policy and documented 
practices. The subsequent research based on surveys, oral narratives and focus groups enabled us to further 
zoom in into the lived and perceived impact of migration and integration in the selected cases. Finally, the 
comparative analysis of the findings happened across cases. This was an exercise of ‘zooming out of’ the 
territory to understand the ways in which practices are associated into broad textures to form the landscape 
of urban life.  

Stemming on earlier research, the (1) desk research was conducted through a mixture of literature review, 
consultation of policy, mapping of local good practice, and analysis of data on migration/integration. 
Grounded in the findings of the desk review and in close collaboration with the partners in each city, the 
objective of (2) the online survey was three-folded: to deconstruct people’s idea of integration, to have a 
feedback around certain services, and to learn about less known practices of integration, and how they have 
been impacted by Covid-19. The knowledge gathered through the surveys constitutes the foundation of a 
capacity building effort that will target local institutions, civil society and migrant organisations through 
training and job shadowing in the next stages of the research (WP3). The aim of the online (3) focus group 
was to discuss existing practices of migrant integration collectively with partners in each case city, and to 
share challenges faced and lessons learned, especially in relation to the impact of the pandemic. While the 
virus has created a ‘portal’ that opens up a new space to relate to others and many advocates for a global 
politics of solidarity and care, what does this mean for a migrant? What is the ‘right to health’ for a refugee 
in the midst of lockdown? To what extent has the crisis invisibilised or visibilised migrant lives? Why has 
migration suddenly disappeared from public discourse just to reappear shortly after to reinforce the 
importance of migrants as labourers?  Why there is an increased competition over jobs and housing between 
premium and non premium population while media are talking about global solidarity? (4) Phone and face 
to face interviews (oral narratives) have been incorporated to follow-up with survey participants and other 
contacts. The intention was to listen to people telling their own stories of migration and integration and make 
emerge aspects would remain otherwise hidden. 

                                                            
2 During the first stages of the research, we contacted partners and explained the changes without knowing what was their situation at the time, 
nor how deeply they were affected, if they were in the condition to keep working, and at what capacity. One of the partners in Croatia had a double 
emergency – Covid-19 and earthquake. Another partner is Northern Italy was amongst the worst hit municipalities during the first wave of Covid-
19 with the highest death toll and more restrictive measures. 
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Online surveys  

Sampling. Each partners identified the research participants amongst their networks and through snowball 
sampling. In certain cases, surveys were done jointly with the researchers (in case the participants didn’t 
have internet connection). In the majority of cases the design of the survey sampling did not allow to predict 
with precision the exact amount of respondents. In certain cases, the sample was double the number of 
actual responses. The research was designed to leave a degree of unpredictability. Typically, participants 
were invited by email, phone or verbally to take part to the survey. We decided not to disseminate the survey 
via social media. Questionnaire. The survey questionnaire aimed at deconstructing the notion of integration 
into three approachable elements – knowledge and capacity, participation and agency, imagination and 
choice, and networks. These three elements are the skeleton of an infrastructure that enables us to navigate 
the city, access services and jobs, improve our wellbeing and status. Starting from the assumption that 
‘integration’ is a concept elaborated and used exclusively by white policymakers, the questionnaire wishes to 
understand what ordinary people prioritise in their daily life and vision about the future. Clustering bias. 
Substantial thought was put on whether it was better having separate questionnaires for different groups of 
inhabitants, with targeted questions and a different tone. We decided to have one survey instead, to avoid 
pre-set categories (i.e. host/guest) and let each participant define themselves. In a similar vein, we employed 
‘what is your heritage’ as first question, to avoid to ask ‘what country are you from’.  

The decision to develop one questionnaire for multiple targets, was not devoid of difficulties. It meant that 
we recognised integration as being a multiple-way process, and therefore applicable to all inhabitants – 
whether on the move or not. However, this also risks flattening the difference (in privilege) between groups, 
and misrecognising the vulnerability of some people. Also, it made more difficult for us to be able to 
distinguish the replies in order to see how their perceptions differ. For this reason, the first section of the 
questionnaire has a tangent on migration which tries to ascertain whether a respondent has migrated to the 
city or was born and raised there, and if the respondent did migrate, what their reason was, and what their 
networks were pre-arrival (as it seems these conditions heavily shape migration pathways/success and would 
be interesting to include as a variable). There is also a tangent question in the ‘practices’ section to determine 
whether the respondent is a practitioner, and if so, what their position/organisation/experience is. Survey 
structure. The survey was divided in three parts. The first, “your history in the city” aimed to establish 
whether a person has or not a migration history, what kind of relationship has established with the city and 
the neighborood, if s/he intend to remain, and how s/he sees her/himself doing in the city compared to a 
year ago. This section covered aspects of physical and mental health, financial security, social life and 
imagination about the future. The second section, “Integration” wished to capture whether integration is 
understood – as concept – by a broad social spectrum and what is the meaning associated with it. several 
dimensions characterising urban life– such as knowledge, participation, social network, belonging and 
planning for the future – are then explored to gather what people prioritise the most. The third section 
“Practices” focused on specific initiatives and services developed by partners and/or by people and provides 
a space to assess them. The survey was available online for four months through the licensed platform 
‘Maptionnaire’ at the link https://app.maptionnaire.com/en/8499/ Around 700 people responded. 
 
Survey analysis. Due to the length of the survey, the response rate for questions later in the survey falls, 
meaning some questions have a significant ‘NA’ response which is certainly a weakness in the dataset. This 
is why we decided to analyse all cities together rather than individually. The same mobility/migration related 
questions were asked to all respondents, which included those who self-defined as having migrated to their 
city, those who stated being born there or those who work for migration practices in their cities. This produces 
some interesting results. A good example of this is the question which asks participants which actor they 
turn to in order to increase their sense of integration – 44% of those who said they were born in the city 
said the local community against 22% of those who reported migrating. Inversely, 24% of those who 
reported migrating said they would turn to the migrant community to increase their sense of integration 
versus 8% of those who were born in the city. On the one hand, we could interpret this as respondents who 
were born in the city answering the question in terms of what they believed would increase their sense of 
integration as someone with long-term history in the city. On the other, it could be that same group 
perceiving what would be best for those who have migrated to the city in terms of increasing their sense of 
integration. By blurring the boundaries between who is doing the integrating and what such an act entails, 
a more fluid notion of social integration and the process and formation of new networks can be surprisingly 
rendered clearer, since preconceptions struggle to find a place.  
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Interviews 
 

Sampling. Interviewees were drawn from the survey (which included a section asking respondents to 
contact the research partner for their city to arrange by email an interview if they wished so). Participants 
were also drawn from other networks and organisations, and snow-ball sampling, asking each interview 
participant if they could ask any of their contacts if they would also like to participate. 

Structure of the interview. We developed an interview questions guide for the interviewers to explore.  
However, the format of the conversation could also be left open, and the interviewer and interviewee should 
have felt free to direct the conversation in any direction they wished.  
 
Photo elicitation. In order to capture a more visual dimension of the experiences of the interviewees, and 
to respond to the depth lost in an interview that is conducted remotely rather than face-to-face, we decided 
to use the methodology of photo elicitation. This is a qualitative research method which can reveal physical 
aspects of the interviewee’s environment and experiences, and which can therefore stimulate additional 
conversations and insights within the interview. In-country researchers asked the interviewees if they felt 
comfortable to share a photograph of a space that brings them comfort which is close to or within their 
home, and also accessible under any quarantine or social-distancing measures in place (for those interviews 
that took place during lock down). This took on many forms, for example a leafy balcony or view, a local 
park or public space, or a kitchen filled with family. The aim of this was to shine light on the daily experiences 
of the interviewees, and the diversity of spaces and practices that may reproduce the feelings of home and 
security for both migrants and hosts. Additionally, this method also revealed the different experiences and 
potential inequalities produced by Covid-19 and the disparity in spaces available to different groups.  
 

In-country researchers reflections. We asked in-country researchers who conducted the interviews to 
let us know their reflections. In more than one case, interviews were conducted face to face (postponed until 
it was possible to do so, over the summer). Researchers found more benefits in this method, and felt the 
participants did too. In other cases, interviews happened over the phone, and one researcher found it “a 
convenient way to discuss all the matters related to the research” (Researcher, Poland). The same researcher 
argued that it was important to be consistent in how interviews were delivered to provide the same conditions 
to all the participants.  

In one case interviewees were not recruited through the survey, but individually. In more than one case, the 
interviewees were migrant practitioners. “All of them were very motivated to participate in interviews. I had 
a sense of trust and interest from respondents.” (Researcher, Croatia). Respondents were happy to talk and 
left to bring the discussion were they wanted to. “Depending on the person, the interviews varied in style 
and content. All the participants were free to talk on anything related to integration strategies and their own 
migration experiences and opinions” (Resarcher, Poland) 

There are discordant views around photo elicitation. “Photo elicitation helped the participants to talk about 
personal topics easier. Already from their descriptions I could get an insight into what is important to them 
and how it helps them in the present moment and with integration”. (Researcher, Croatia). Another 
researcher found the method of little use “I don’t consider the photo part a super valuable element of the 
whole process. I didn’t feel there is much to talk about considering the photo and compared to the other 
part of the participants’ stories.” (Researcher, Poland) 
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    Self‐Assessment (Focus Group notes)  Survey Preliminary Findings (as of 27 September 2020)  Interviews Preliminary Findings (as of 27 September 2020) 

City  Perceived challenges  Perceived strengths  Practices  Feedback on practices  General   Interview feedback  Perceived needs   Perceived strengths2 

Sisak (City 
of Croatia) 

• Transit country;  
• No interest in settling 

• Housing (accommodation 
schemes); 
• Support to refugee parents 

• Supportive inclusion in the 
elementary educational system 
• Colorful inclusion of Sisak  
• Migrant accommodation in 
state‐owned apartments  
• Play Centre and Toy Library for 
children 0 ‐ 14 years old 
• Initiatives to support citizens 
(Public kitchens, financial 
compensations, Red Cross work) 
• Tourist public events and events 
through which NGOs are being 
presented 

• Most familiarity (43%) from 
respondents with ‘Tourist public 
events…’ – very positive response 
due to ability to socialise, make 
networks, and be informed. 
Majority found through internet 
• 96% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
This was most commonly due to 
helping support a diversity of 
connections and networks, as well 
as provide information and 
security. 
• Only one respondent wanted to 
change anything about the 
practices, which was more free 
public entertainment. 

• 60% of those who migrated to 
Sisak either agreed or strongly 
agreed that they were financially 
secure, which was the lowest rate 
of all the cases. 
• 91% of those who migrated to 
Sisak either agreed or strongly 
agreed that they were optimistic 
about the future, which was the 
highest rate of all the cases. 

‐ The country was not the first 
target of the migrants. However, it 
attracted migrants and asylum 
seekers due to its supportive laws.  
‐ Language is a great barrier from 
both sides. Natives don’t speak 
other languages and migrants 
need time to learn an unfamiliar 
language, like English for example.  
‐ On the other hand, there is a 
religious support groups in the 
church that help migrants to settle 
in and ease up their integration  

•language learning centres   
•Support groups (virtual) to share 
stories and provide advice.  
•Immediate access to schools for 
children  
•Increase access to jobs  
•To promote Sisak as an attractive 
first choice destination for 
migrants (Immigrants have had 
multiple destinations before 
reaching Sisak which caused 
deception and delayed 
settlements)  

  

Zagreb 
(JRS 
Croatia) 

• High unemployment;  
• Competition over job market;  
• Job losses during COVID 19;  
• Language;  
• Covid measures for 
employability;  
• Online activities requiring 
different skill sets;  
• Lack of right to work (vocational 
training);  
• Coexistence with local 
community; 

• Advocacy role;  
• Initiatives such as the Journal 
written by refugees for refugees;  
• New centre for integration (safe 
space); Good measures for 
employability during covid; 
• Availability of affordable 
recreational activity (theatre)   

• Center for integration from JRS, 
language courses, vocational 
training, computer literacy, social 
mentoring, employment 
• State‐owned apartments for the 
first two years (rent and utilities 
paid) 
• Refugee shop (food and non‐
food products) for free 
• Refugee newspapers (Path), the 
first newspapers written by 
refugees 
• Christmas lunch, on Christmas 
Day it self, a Croatian family hosts 
a refugee for lunch 
• 72 hours, a volunteer action 
lasting 72 hours non‐stop, 
involving the JRS as well as the 
refugees themselves 
• Psychological assistance for 
refugees from the Psychological 
Assistance Society 
• Education and support of school 
employees through the CHANGE 
(AMIF) project 

• Most familiarity with centre for 
integration from JRS (53%) 
• 88% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
These reasons were due to the 
acesss to resources such as 
employment and language 
support. 
• 41% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. These 
changes included better 
coordination between different 
migrant NGO’s, and shorter 
programme times. 

• 63% of those who reported 
having migrated to Zagreb either 
agreed or strongly agreed that 
they had a fulfilling social and 
community life, which was the 
lowest rate of all the cases. 
• 38% of those who reported 
having migrated to Zagreb either 
agreed or strongly agreed that 
they were optimistic about the 
future, which was the lowest rate 
of all the cases. 

‐ For Muslim community, Croatia 
showed a great religious tolerance 
in term of Hijab. However, there is 
a fear of culture dissolution from 
the migrants sides in particular to 
what relates to women paid work 
outside the house. One 
interviewee mentioned more than 
5 times in the interview, in 
multiple occasions that his wife 
cannot work outside the house.  

•To give choice to migrant to 
select Zagreb as their final 
destination.  
•Unfamiliarity of the city and the 
country to the migrant community  
•To promote Zagreb as an 
attractive first choice destination 
for migrants (Immigrants have had 
multiple destinations before 
reaching Zagreb which caused 
deception and delayed 
settlements 

•Availability of affordable 
recreational activity (theatre)   
•Constitutional International 
protection law for asylum seekers  
•Youth program and workshops 
for integration supported by the 
Church 
•Home country society formation 
supported by the church (Iranian 
Christian Community). 
https://kukolja.com/2017/03/13/t
he‐first‐iranian‐christian‐
community‐organized‐in‐croatia 
•Unrestricted access to high skills 
jobs.  

Sardinia 
Region 

• The instability of funding impacts 
on offer of services, creating 
discontinuity (from education to 
housing);  
• Need more cultural mediators 

• Receiving communities in the 
past (not working now as they 
used to); 

• Avviso annuale per progetti 
qualificati in materia di politiche di 
integrazione degli immigrati non 
comunitari (LR46/90) 
• Centro di Orientamento ai Servizi 
Sanitari per gli Immigrati 
(C.O.S.S.I.) 
• Progetti innovativi di mediazione 
a favore dei migranti e i cittadini 
stranieri regolarmente 
soggiornanti (ASPAL) 
• Piani regionali per la formazione 
civico‐linguistica dei cittadini di 
Paesi terzi. 
• Interventi rivolti a facilitare 
l'inserimento a scuola dei cittadini 
stranieri (mediazione culturale, 
supporto allo studio, italiano L2 e 
interventi di counselling) 

• Most familiarity in Cagliari (53%) 
from respondents with ASPAL. 
Viewed as having competent staff 
and useful information available. 
Some would like to see operating 
hours extended. 
• Most familiarity in Oristano 
(33%) from respondents with and 
interventions in schools. Viewed 
by some as offering useful training 
and networks, others would like to 
see it better promoted 
• Across both cities the facillitation 
of language learning was highly 
valued, as well as networks and 
employment information. 
Experience of staff in 
communicating with diversity of 
migrants also noted. 

• Along with Brescia, in Cagliari 
and Oristano a higher percentage 
of respondents reported having 
good physical health than all the 
other cases. 
• In Oristano, 81% of respondents 
who reported having migrated to 
Oristano either agreed or strongly 
agreed they had good mental 
health. This was the lowest of all 
the cases. 

‐ There are great integration 
efforts to help the migrants settle 
down and start a new life.  
‐ Some cultural frictions in term of 
religion and race has been 
detected in some interviews. 
‐ The documentation process of 
residency and working permit 
seemed to be confusing  
‐ Language is also a barrier  

•To allow for greater tolerance 
(religion and race)  
•To reconsider immigration laws 
and working permits laws and 
quotas 
•To centralize the documentation 
process for migrants’ residency 
and working permits  

•Italy is a hospitable region that is 
worldly known and familiar to the 
migrants   
•The representatives of migrants’ 
communities made great 
contribution to facilitate the 
integration process 
•EFIS Citizenship education 
program  
•Cross‐cultural mediation services 
to help integration process  
•Multi‐cultural Dinner events 
using food as a cultural exchange 
tool 
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Lisbon (JRS 
Portugal) 

•        Access to housing;  
•        High living cost;  
•        Refugees are dependant on 
social support; 
•    Difficult to move up the 
housing ladder;  
•        Need a get together space – 
community centre 

• Open and diverse society;  See Municipality of Lisbon below.  See Municipality of Lisbon below.  See Municipality of Lisbon below.  No interviews done       

Municipali
ty of 
Lisbon 

• Lack of an integration centre;  
• Increase housing supply;  
• Improve digital skills;  
• Improve communication with 
migrants;  
• Dependence to funding;  
• Increasing xenophobia;  
• Increase “hosting” capacity;  
• Regularisation and rights to work 

•        Network for employability;  
•        ‘Housing first’ approach to 
housing 

• Welcoming and hosting services 
• Language skills  
• Interpretation and mediation 
• Education and business 
opportunities 
• Access to jobs and training 
opportunities 
• School enrolment of children 
• Access to shelter and affordable 
housing 
• Access health care 
• Psychological support 
• Access to social security support 
• Fiscal and legal support 
• Acess to services and documents 
(Tax number, Social Security 
Number, Bank account) 
• Regularization, nationality, 
family reunification 
• Access to the voting system 
• Intercultural life and civic 
participation 
• CLAIM – Social and legal 
Information & support local desks 

• Most familiarity with 
Governmental welcoming and 
integration services (31%).  
• 96% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration, 
but 50% would change something 
about them. Strenghts were 
feelings of solidarity and support 
in accessing formal services. 
However weaknesses were 
excessive bureaucracy and slow 
response times. A call for more 
language and employment 
support. 

       No interviews done       

Muicipality 
of Brescia 

• Badly hit by covid;  • Fast response,  
• Forms of mutual solidarity; 

See Brescia (ALD‐Z)  See Brescia (ALD‐Z)  See Brescia (ALD‐Z)  See Brescia (ALD‐Z)  See Brescia (ALD‐Z)  See Brescia (ALD‐Z) 

Brescia 
(ALD‐Z) 

•        E‐learning;  
•        Housing;  
•        Excess of bureaucracy during 
covid;  
•        Increased racial prejudice 

• Refugees humanitarian work 
during covid; 
• Cultural mediators;  
• Territorial tutors 

• Sportelli "In Rete" (sportelli per 
stranieri del Comune di Brescia, 
dei patronati e dei sindacati) 
• Tutor territoriali di integrazione 
(Associazione ADL a Zavidovici 
Onlus ‐ Progetto ÀNCORA) 
• La Casa del Quartiere di Via 
Milano 59 (#lacasadelquartiere59) 
• Festival delle arti e delle culture 
religiose DòSTI 
• Festa dei Popoli (organizzata dal 
Centro Migranti della Diocesi 
Bresciana)   
• Associazione Diritti per Tutti e 
CSA Magazzino 47 
• Osservatorio comunale sulle 
Migrazioni e l'Inclusione Sociale   
• Housing sociale (Settore Housing 
Sociale del Comune di Brescia e 
Casa Baobab della Cooperativa il 
Calabrone) 

• Most familiarity with ADL (32%) 
• 91% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
This was most commonly due to 
succesfully facillitating 
relationships between local 
community and new arrivals. 
• 36% said they woudl change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. Things 
respondents wanted to change 
was inclusion of migrants in the 
formal employment rather than 
volunteering, and more focus on 
learning and language. 

• Along with Cagliari and Oristano, 
a higher percentage of 
respondents reported having good 
physical health than all the other 
cases.  

‐ The city has been welcoming 
immigrants for a long time 
compared to other cities and 
countries. Through time, the city 
developed tools and procedures to 
facilitated immigrant and refugee 
integration and settlement.  
‐ They have many integrating 
programs that can be applied in 
other cities    
‐ Some regions in the city have 
negative perceptions towards 
immigrants that need to be 
addressed  
‐ There are diverse profiles of 
immigrants and large numbers as 
well which allow to build up 
communities and rich intercultural 
activities  

•Sustaining intercultural events as 
some has stopped 
•Promoting integration activities 
in territories are not tolerant to 
immigrants.  
•Consider the educational 
background and skills of 
immigrants when training is 
offered to upscale his/her career 
as most immigrants can only work 
in low skills job markets 

•Integration schemes for the 
youth and children of migrants: 
o Additional educational support 
for Children ‐CAG (Youth 
Reception Centres) 
oGREST Summer camps  
•The city is multicultural  
•Immigrants are dealt with active 
subjects as opposed to passive 
ones. They were engaged in 
collaborative working groups with 
residents ( Park cleaning, 
construction field and created a 
social garden and a social orchard 
with a field 
•Intercultural events including 
theatre workshops, dance parties 
and food festivals  
•Solidarity and support were 
provided to immigrants by 
municipality  
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Ioannina 
(Municipali
ty) 

• To draft a plan to support 
housing for refugees after exit 
from state led schemes 

• Ability to coordinate across 
municipalities 

• Social services 
• Organization of Social Welfare 
solidarity and Pre‐School 
Education (Community centre, 
shelter for abused women, social 
grocery, social pharmacy etc.) 
• NGOs’ services 
• University 

• Most familiarity with NGO 
services (40%). 
• 86% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
These reasons were mainly due to 
the fact they provided essential 
services necessary for legal 
protection. 
• 36% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. These 
changes included less 
bureaucracy, more staff, better 
organisation, and more 
connections to wider employment 
market and society. 

   ‐  Responses are very short and 
the reader feels an upset tone 
caused by the presence of 
refugees. They are perceived to be 
different from the Greek culture 
and language and mainly the 
difference of religion is a major 
concern. 
‐   There are negative perceptions 
about migrant due to previous 
experience with the Albanians  
‐  Migrants are placed in camps 
away from the city. They don’t 
have access to learn Greek 
language.  
‐  The country is striving under an 
economic crisis and the aid 
programmes are also made to 
assist the neediest Greeks. 
‐ The responses of professionals 
were too concise. The religious 
and cultural difference between 
the Greek and the refugees are 
obstacles to integration. Cultural 
events and social activities which 
host refugees and residents might 
lessen negative perceptions and 
break the wall of fear from the 
other (on both sides)  
‐ The presence of refugees in 
Greece is affecting its position in 
the EU 

• Provide language learning 
centres for adults and children  
• Provide housing 
accommodations outside the 
camps  
• Provide transportation means 
that connect the city to the camps 
in the fringe areas. It facilitates 
access to language learning 
centres and facilitate the 
integration process 
• Ensure better coordination and 
communication channels with 
operating stakeholders (NGOs. 
UNCHR, Stage agencies) 
• Close monitoring of NGOs 
financial performance.   

• State integration 
programme:"HELIOS" programme  

Thessaloni
ki 
(SYMBIOSI
S) 

• Lack of support in the camps, 
people left behind;  
• Policy of control, no real 
measures;  
• Lack of political will;  
• Entitlement, right to the city; 

• Cultural mediators;  • Psychosocial support and 
counselling 
• Legal support and counselling 
• Employment and employability 
services 
• Financial and accounting 
counselling 
• Distribution of non food primary 
need items 
• Non formal education 
• Children friendly spaces 
• Access to municipal services 
• Access to health services 
• Access to Migrants’ Integration 
Centre (KEM) 
• Thessaloniki Municipality 
Migrants’ Integration Council 
(SEM) 

• Most familiarity with  
Psychosocial support and 
counselling (34%) 
• 75% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
The strenghts were the provision 
of necessary paperwork for 
migrants to gain legal security. The 
weaknesses however were 
inadequately tailored provisions to 
the needs of arrivals, 
disconnection between policy and 
reality, and problematic 
definitions of asylum. 
• 54% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with . These 
changes included improved 
accessibility and inclusion, more 
support to the camps, and less 
bureaucracy and legality in 
procedures. 

   No interviews done; agreed to do 
interviews only in Ioannina 
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Gdansk 
(Metro 
area) 

• To create a public discourse (and 
a national policy framework) on 
migration /integration 

• Creativeness in terms of 
analysing trends in the job market, 
and proposing projects 

• Access to general information on 
living in Pomerania (acquiring ID, 
paying taxes, city card, schooling, 
car registration etc.) 
• Direct access to job offers/ local 
employers 
• Access to job advice / 
preparation of CV in Polish 
• CZESC! Welcome programme 
provided by Immigrant Support 
Center and European Solidarity 
Centre 
• Access to affordable Polish 
language courses 
• Information on culture 
institutions' activities / having a 
favourite culture place 
• Immigrant Support Centre and 
Gdansk Contact Centre  
• Access to volunteering programs 

• Most familiarity with Access to 
general information on living in 
Pomerania (40%). 
• 85% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
The strenghts were the provision 
in paperwork and access to 
language courses. 
• 13% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. These 
changes included wider language 
accessibility, more transparency in 
outcomes, and more cultural 
programmes.   

   §        The city seems to welcome 
international expats more than 
other Europeans or Russians. The 
former is considered to be an 
uplift to the city and its residents 
while the latter are considered the 
opposite. They lean to integrate 
with Americans and Germans for 
example and to share life 
experiences and socialize way 
more than Ukrainians and 
Russians. 
§        One Ukrainian was not able 
to get her permit to stay. She 
finally was able to get it because 
her son was talented in football so 
she was granted a stay. Although 
she held a professional degree, 
she was only able to get a blue‐
collar job for few years until he 
was able to work in his profession. 
§        The city of Gdansk is 
considered to be small in scale if 
compared to Warsaw.  

•Promote Gdansk as an attraction 
to foreigners/ expats/migrants. 
•Promote openness to the 
“others” (not only Ukrainians or 
polish speakers and international 
community  
•Promote cultural mixed activities  
•Promote recreational activities 
such as Bowling or which might 
bring people from different 
backgrounds together  
•Addressing inferiority towards 
migrant Russians and non‐
Europeans 
•Preparation of a roadmap 
manual for migrants to include 
steps, Procedures, documentation, 
timeframe  
•The need to address the legal 
procedure considering stay and 
work permits. 
•To resolve negative historic 
Ukraine Polish conflict 
•To settle children integrating 
programs in school  

•High‐income economy and 
affordable way of life which 
increases savings  
•Multi lingual guided city walks ( 
ARRACJE Festival ) 
•The Immigrant Integration Model 
which addresses foreigners needs 
and supports them.  
•Gdynia Language Swap program 
•scholarship program for artists 
coming from endangered 
countries (ICORN) 
•Culinary events at the city Hall 
which leads to shared experiences 
and looks into new codes of 
communication between the 
Polish and the migrants  
•Intercultural communication 
workshops 
•The Immigrant Support Centre 
and the CZEŚĆ” program at the 
European Solidarity Centre 
•Availability of many programs  

Madrid 
(SSF) 

• Capacity building for disabled 
people 

•        eLearning 
•        Reflecting on caring for the 
team;  
•        Education and awareness 

• Asesoría legal de Solidaridad Sin 
Fronteras para personas 
migrantes. 
• Servicio de inserción laboral de 
Solidaridad Sin Fronteras. 
• Bolsa de empleo de Solidaridad 
Sin Fronteras. 
• Asesoría laboral de Solidaridad 
Sin Fronteras. 
• Talleres presenciales para 
personas desempleadas de 
Solidaridad Sin Fronteras. 
• Cursos online en la plataforma 
virtual de Solidaridad Sin 
Fronteras. 
• Talleres de sensibilización y 
concienciación en centros 
educativos de Solidaridad Sin 
Fronteras. 
• Servicio municipal de 
convivencia intercultural "Tú eres 
1+" del Ayuntamiento de Alcorcón. 
• CEPI (Centro de Participación e 
Integración de Inmigrantes)  

• Most familiarity with job 
placement programme (24%). 
• 100% of those who responded 
believed the practice they were 
most familiar with was effective in 
supporting integration. Reasons 
were the trustworthy nature of 
staff, an individualised service, and 
the effective access to the labour 
market it provided. 
• 12% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. These 
changes included longer operating 
hours and the perceptions of 
integration at the local level. 

• 100% of those who responded 
having migrated to Alrcorcon 
either agreed or strongly agreed 
that they had good mental health, 
the highest of all the cases. 
• 87% of those who said they 
migrated to Alcorcon either 
agreed or strongly agreed that 
they had a fulfilling social and 
community life, which was the 
highest rate of all the cases. 
• 81% of those who responded 
having migrated to Alcorcon either 
strongly agreed or agreed that 
they had good physical health. 
Although still high, this was the 
lowest of all the cases. 

No interviews done       

Oberhause
n (Kitev) 

•        Local perception of 
migration;  
•        Media representation of 
refugees. 

• Housing;  
• Bottom up participatory 
activities; Construction of a 
community integration centre 

• The communal Integration 
Centre (Kommunales 
Integrationszentrum) 
• Adult Education Center 
(Volkshochschule)  
• Welcome to Oberhausen 
(Willkommen in Oberhausen) 
• Terre des Hommes Oberhausen 
• Refugees‘ kitchen 
• ZIB‐Educational Offensive 
Oberhausen (ZIB‐ 
Bildungsoffensive Oberhausen) 
• Integration Point Jobcenter 

• Most familiarity with Adult 
Education Center (35%) 
• 92% believed the practice they 
were most familiar with was 
effective in supporting integration. 
These reasons were provision of 
networks and community, 
language classes, and welcoming. 
• 17% said they would change 
something about the practice they 
were most familiar with. These 
changes included a greater 
emphasis on careers, greater 
social outreach and networking, 
and more precision/definition of 
specific target groups needs. 

• 79% of those who migrated to 
Oberhuasen either agreed or 
strongly agreed that they were 
financially secure. This was the 
highest rate of all the cases. 

No interviews done       

Oberhause
n 
(Municipali
ty) 

• Ways to change public discourse 
of hate and dual standards 

• Housing plans and processes  See Oberhausen (Kitev) above.  See Oberhausen (Kitev) above.  See Oberhausen (Kitev) above.  No interviews done     
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4. Survey analysis and findings
The survey respondents 

As outlined in the methodology, a key aim of the survey design was to attempt to avoid imposing normative 
dichotomies of migration on participants, and to move away from pre-set categorisations which we believed 
would distort answers to the question of integration. We therefore avoided asking directly the pivotal question 
of the study: the question of whether the person was a migrant or a local; a ‘guest’ or ‘host’; or an ‘outsider’ 
or ‘insider’. Instead, a question asked if the participant had either migrated to the territory they were currently 
living, or had been born there. This attempted to not ask participants to designate themselves within 
categories of law, nationality, ethnicity, or popular narratives and discourse. Instead, the intended 
assumption made from an answer to such a question is that the person had or had not moved from one 
place to another at some point in time. The hope was that in answering such a question, an identity of a 
migrant would not be assumed, but rather the perspective of someone who moves from one place to another 
would, resulting in a more universal conception of the phenomenon of migration which could include ‘locals’ 
as well as ‘migrants’. Out of 685 survey respondents, 52% identified as having moved to the city they were 
in, and 45% as having been born there. An analysis on the difference between these two groups was made 
across the survey results, however it was found that in most questions, differences between responses were 
marginal. This supported the hypothesis of the analysis that integration was a phenomenon not distinct to 
normative categories of the migrant, but instead was a more general phenomenon of human interaction and 
experience. In the cases where differences were found, there were usually other explanations as to why, 
such as length of time spent in the city or exposure to specific integration practices or discourses. A few of 
these cases are therefore highlighted throughout the analysis. 

Q: Did you migrate to this city? (N=685) 

This open self-identification approach to question design was also applied to the question of identity, in which 
the term ‘heritage’ was asked rather than a specific delimited category. The answers to this question resulted 
in many participants choosing their own category, ranging from more popular designations such as religion, 
ethnicity, nationality or continentality, but also a number of more diverse responses such as parental 
background, historical and cultural attachments, memory, and humanistic values and principles: 

[Q: What is your heritage?] “The Greek language, Olympic Games, Greek monuments, tourism, arts 
(silversmithing, dry stone, etc.), mastic farming, the Mediterranean diet, etc.”; “Ambition and diligence”; 

52%45%

4%

Yes

No, I was born here

Na
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“Black German with migration background of one parent”; “I live in a Western European culture, but I bring 
in the culture of Eastern Europe and I lived my first 15 years in the Communist period.”; “Memory of the 
homeland.” 

Despite this approach however, there were still a number of more standard demographic questions asked 
such as age and gender, as well as whether or not the participant worked for a migrant integration related 
practice. Questions on age and gender came at the end of the survey so as not to impact too greatly on 
integration related questions, and allowed some measure of respondent characteristics within the sample to 
be collected. In terms of gender, the balance was slightly tipped towards female, with 38% responding as 
such, and 32% as male, with 3% preferring not to say. However, 27% did not answer the question, which 
could be attributed to the survey length imposing time and engagement constraints, as well as the 
demographic questions falling at the end. This is certainly a limitation in the methodology design having to 
adapt quickly to an online format due to social distancing measures. In terms of age, non-responses also 
made up 26% of total responses, and there was a concentration of responses (49%) falling between the 25-
44 age range, which must also be kept in mind when interpreting the survey results. 25% of respondents 
reported having worked for a migrant integration related practice, which fell close to the sampling target of 
⅓ of responses being practitioners in the sector, with non-responses making up 26%. 

Gender (N=685) 

 

Age (N=685) 
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Q: Do you work for a migrant integration related practice? (N=685) 

 

The meaning of place 

The method of photo elicitation was adopted into the study in order to account for the lack of face-to-face 
contact brought about by local lockdown measures in the different territories, and attempted to add a more 
humanistic and visual element to the results. Participants from the interviews were asked to share images 
which represented a space which brought them comfort or belonging either within or close to their home, 
and 13 interview respondents did so.  

The expectation from the question was to receive photographs of participants' local areas, be it a living room, 
a balcony, a park, or a public plaza, which might have revealed differing notions of the home, and the 
associated safety, belonging and comfort it may bring. Photographs of local spaces did end up making up 
some of the responses, however unexpectedly a number of others interpreted the question of “home” quite 
differently. Some respondents detached the concept from time and space, and incorporated feeling and 
memory within their interpretation. This included images such as an old photograph depicting a period in 
their life they cherished the most, friends or relatives enjoying a moment together, or simply a daily ritual 
which connected them to past experiences, sensation or a feeling.  

One of the most interesting photos shared by the interviewees was a photo by a Polish man from Gdynia, 
still living in Poland, who chose to share an old picture of a period in time when he was working as a chef 
on a ship and sailing with his wife and children. This image showed that home is not necessarily bound to 
the place where they were born, currently live, or even any geography whatsoever, but can sometimes 
simply include relationships, rituals and practices which come together to form a sense of identity detached 
from space.  

This idea of home meaning different things to different people reflects Grzymala-Kazlowska & Phillimore’s 
(2018) concept of multi-dimensionality, which seeks to counter a view of migration as consisting of unilateral 
and categorically homogenous groups taking similar paths to similar places. Multi-dimensionality contends 
that experience cannot be easily defined by fixed geographical boundaries or limits; it can always be found 
elsewhere in different forms, when it is being looked for. When people move to a new place, they are in 
constant search for traces of their homes, trying to reproduce their lived experiences in their new places; be 
it a morning coffee by the window, spices and flavours, natural scenery, city views, or cosy atmospheres 
with friends. Such images from the photo elicitation will be spread throughout the proceeding analysis, and 
support the notion that integration, away from more technocratic or legal definitions, is an intuitive act of 
living in which individuals continually seek to recreate the notion of home in whichever geography they may 
find themselves.  
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“This is a photo taken on a ship I worked on. You can see Westerplatte in the background. These were the 
times, when it was fairly easy to often meet your relatives. My wife and the kids could visit me every day or 
every second day and we could also organize parties for the ship crew alongside families”. 
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The meaning of integration 

Do you use and understand the word integration? (N=466) 

 

Q: Do you think integration is an abstract term? (N=565) 

 

Within the surveys, the vast majority of respondents, 98%, answered yes to understanding the word 
integration, but 40% believed it was an abstract term. 469 respondents following this question then provided 
a definition of what integration meant to them. The answers ranged quite significantly, with some providing 
a definition that was more theoretical and conceptual; others stated what they believed were the specific 
ingredients of integration, whether it be the right to housing or inclusion in a community; and others provided 
a more emotional orientated response, viewing integration as an act of humanity or a value system. Despite 
these perhaps different interpretations of the question at hand, 10 themes emerged across the responses, 
which were; belonging; adaptation; difference; a two-way process; welcome; equality; participation; respect; 
agency; and process. 
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Q: How do you define integration? (N=468, multiple responses possible) 

 

Across these 10 themes, there was a diverse array of similar, differing and contradicting language used to 
describe integration. For example, there was; assimilation, inclusion, permeation, connection, cooperation, 
interpenetration, rehabilitation, merging, contributing, incorporating, associating, involving, joining, unifying, 
uniting, gathering, inserting, interacting, assembling and accepting, and many others. Amongst this list, two 
terms - common within discourse on migrant integration - attracted the most consensus and definition; 
inclusion and assimilation.  

In line with normative definitions, assimilation was usually defined as a form of integration where a minority 
group adapts its characteristics and identity to a larger group. Inclusion on the other hand, similar to the 
IOM’s own definition of the term, was usually referred to as a form of integration that was instead mutual, 
in that both groups, regardless of difference or size, mutually adapted to become a new whole: 

“Integration is real only when the majority as well adapts and broadens its cultural and experiential horizon 
by including characteristics of the minority, albeit to a lesser extent than the other direction. Otherwise, when 
it is only the minority that makes the habits and customs of the majority their own, without an exchange, I 
would speak only of assimilation.” 

Across the responses, these two terms of inclusion and assimilation related to another pattern in language 
which defined integration as being a process of ‘unity’, ‘becoming one’ or a ‘whole’, which appeared in almost 
a quarter of all responses (24%). Although these answers used the language of unity, which might suggest 
the equal merging of multiple parts, they still tended to follow a similar pattern to the terms of assimilation 
and inclusion. On the one hand, like assimilation, some of these responses viewed integration as consisting 
of a smaller part joining a larger, pre-existing part, which therefore presupposed a hierarchy in relation: 

“[Integration is] incorporating new elements into a whole”; “merging something new with something old”; 
“to conform someone or insert something from the outside into the bigger picture”. 

However, on the other hand, similar to inclusion, another set of answers instead viewed integration as the 
joining of two equal - or at least uncategorised - parts with no reference to hierarchy: 
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“Integration, in the most general sense, may be any bringing together and uniting of things: the integration 
of two or more economies, cultures, religions.”; “The gathering of certain elements into one whole”; “to join 
different units of people”; “to bring together and unite things”. 

 

Figure above: the differing conceptions of integration 

However, moving beyond more migranticised discourses, another more cross-cutting pattern emerged within 
the language which could often bring contradiction to more affirmative responses. This related to whether 
more active or more passive verbs were used to describe the integration process.  

For example, if we take the quote below, although the assumption made is a progressive statement that 
integration is a mutual process of equality, the language lacks personalised action from both sides: 

“For me, integration is about having the same opportunities and rights as local people.” 

Whereas for the next quote below, action is directly centered as the fundamental process of integration:  

“Integration means that I have to change, I have to change things.” 

This was more easily found in the interviews which conveyed more of the tone of the respondents, where 
responses which used more active verbs such as joining, including, merging or fitting, tended to presupposes 
a more active outlook to the subject of integration. This is further explored in the themes below. 

Two-way 

This either active or passive language emerges in the more normative discourse of integration as being a 
two-way process, as outlined in the literature review of this paper, and is a theme that was explicitly 
mentioned 68 times in the responses (14% of total responses). These responses usually referred to 
integration as being an exchange, and a mutual practice which was composed of benefits as well as 
compromises. 

“Integration is, or should be, a process in which, through getting to know each other and exchanging 
knowledge, customs, traditions, a new society is created together.” 

This binary emerges in nearly all the other themes, usually indirectly, and not always explicitly. Many 
responses are mixed in their definition, defining integration as an action or process that is one-directional in 
some ways, mutual in others, and sometimes in contradiction. 

Adaptation as agency 

The third most commonly mentioned theme of ‘adaptation’ represented 18% of responses and defined 
integration as a process of learning new skills, languages and abilities. Within this theme however, the 
fluctuating binary of a ‘two-way process’ also emerges quite clearly, with some respondents place the onus 
of adaptation on the arrival group: 

“[Integration] is adapting to the customs of a given country, understanding and using their language.” 

Others on the host group: 
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“For me, it means to integrate people who are coming from somewhere else in the community into social 
networks so that they can attend in social interactions as everyone who was born here. If that requires 
support in terms of language or financially etc., then they should be empowered to.” 

And others in balance: 

“[Integration is] a two-way process of mutual adaptation of the local community and people from another 
place. It requires a great deal of effort from both sides.” 

As well as adaptation, this also  

Welcome and respect 

Other themes however were primarily one-directional and placed the burden of integration on those who 
arrive, such as ‘respect’, which comprised 44 of the total responses (9%). This theme related to integration 
being the respect and understanding of a host societies rules and legislation, or the understanding of the 
more intangible cultural codes of a society: 

‘[Integration is] the assimilation, and respect for the applicable legislation and culture of the country of 
residence.”; “[it is] the identification with prevailing social norms, and the understanding of cultural codes.” 

Or on the contrary, the theme of ‘welcome’, which comprised 64 of the responses (14%), was also usually 
one-directional, but placed the emphasis of integration on the host communities ability to receive and 
welcome new arrivals into their community: 

“[Integration is] to welcome a person into a community and consider such a person as part of that 
community.”; “being welcoming in the host society, through equal opportunities and without discrimination 
of difference (acceptance of difference by the host society)”. 

Difference 

Responses falling under these themes of respect and welcome in the survey would occasionally merge into 
a larger, more nuanced, and usually more affirmative theme oriented around the role and significance of 
difference in integration. Difference was mentioned in 75 responses (16%), and usually contained language 
such as diversity, identity, heritage, experience and origins. The overarching emphasis of these responses 
was placed on the fact that integration did not have to presuppose the dominance or loss of one group’s 
identity over another’s, even when adaptation took place: 

“In my opinion, the concept of ‘integration’ is not totally positive, because it is based on the existence of two 
cultures: a dominant one, and a subordinate one which needs to be ‘integrated’, namely assimilated. 
Sometimes, this process does not take into account the characteristics of different cultures.” 

But rather, that integration should mean an adaptation which was mutual, and which could retain both 
former identities alongside the creation of a new, shared identity: 

“For me, integration means becoming part of a society without forgetting yourself and your personal 
background. You build yourself into a foreign society and also bear its responsibilities.”; “Being able to be 
part of a society from all points of view and to keep your individuality in a positive way at the same time.” 

It was also sometimes connected to the confidence in self and identity of a society, in regard to its ability to 
open up to the new without fear of dissolution of the old: 

“A condition of peaceful coexistence among all those who are not afraid of losing their cultural identity.” 

The theme of difference strongly incorporated the definition of inclusion - the joining of groups rather than 
the subjugation of one over the other – as well as the more non-hierarchical language of unity which did not 
presuppose a hierarchy. These responses also tended to use active language, such as ‘combining’, 
‘harmonising’ and ‘joining’. 

In these two photographs from the photo elicitation, the theme of adaptation can be viewed in the first, in 
that the person expresses a willingness and open-mindedness towards adapting to their new home. The 
second photograph however could be seen to represent the theme of difference, since they retain and cherish 
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a cupboard of spices from their former home as a form of identity. Interestingly both images represent 
symbols which can be closed behind doors, to be revealed or obscured within their own home as they please. 

  

Figure on the left: “I chose my desk because it is a symbol of hope...for me to achieve some of my future, I 
see that I can be a health worker, I can be a doctor, I can also be a nurse. I have no idea yet. I’ve planned 
a lot for my life, and everything is changeable. I can’t plan, I might become a professor, but I am a student 
for now.”  Iranian in Zagreb, Croatia 

Figure on the right: “That scene and those spices take me back twenty years ago or more. I didn’t grow up 
with my mom and dad but with my dad’s grandparents. ... My grandmother taught me to cook. ...my spices 
were very important to me. I have a lot of spices, I can cook Indian, Afghan, Iranian. It reminds me of 
my culture.”  Syrian male in Zagreb, Croatia 

Process 

The theme of difference would often connect to the theme of ‘process’, which defined integration as being 
temporal, continuous or gradual, rather than a fixed phenomenon which could be completed. This theme 
was mentioned the least with 19 responses (4%), however when it did occur, was usually strongly expressed: 

“I understand integration as a lifelong task for all people who want to live in a community. For me, integration 
always means to give and take, a good measure of tolerance and solidarity intentions. The moment I turn 
away from my fellow human beings, my integration ends. So integration should be worked on for a lifetime.” 

It would however sometimes be raised in opposition to the affirmation of difference, and refer to integration 
as being the gradual dissolution of one’s past identity to make way for the new: 
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“Integration is a long-time process where someone that comes from a different country with a totally different 
cultural background starts adopting the habits and culture of the new place and also gradually abandons 
the habits that he had in his country of origin.” 

Belonging 

Lastly, the most commonly referenced theme was belonging, which was found in 149 of responses (32%), 
and primarily referred to integration as being the creation of a shared community and society: 

“[Integration is] being an active part of a community that recognizes me as an individual bearer of positive 
culture, traditions and values”; “…the process through which a person has the opportunity to feel part of a 
collective in its various aspects.” 

This theme usually formed the scaffold for many others, and usually included the themes of difference, 
equality, participation, and a two-way process: 

“Integration is to be able to live in a community, to live with your fellow human beings as they lived before 
your entry. At the same time giving this community and your own elements and shaping together a new 
collective reality.” 

It also often related to the theme of agency, which was mentioned 26 times (6%), and equality, mentioned 
63 times (13%): 

“For me integration means that every human being is able to integrate well into the community in which 
he/she lives, that is being able to express his/herself in the best possible way without suffering any kind of 
discrimination or physical or psychological violence and without fear of expressing his/herself for any reason.” 

It would also sometimes incorporate a critique of migration as being the antithesis to a shared community: 

“Integration is becoming a part of the wider community that you live in, not isolating yourself or staying 
within a bubble of fellow migrants.” 

A new way of life. The meaning of integration   

 

When we analyse the more nuanced narratives found within the interviews, almost all the responses intersect 
on the meaning of integration as being a way of life. Or rather, the adaptation or the openness to a new 
way of life with all its aspects of social interaction, communication, cultural values and economic productivity. 
While some considered integration as a two-way reciprocal process that requires patience, willingness, time 
and open mindedness using notions of “exchange-openness, shared cultural experiences and process”, 
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others perceived integration as one-directional either by the migrants or by the hosting communities. For 
those, the meaning of integration meant either the willingness of migrants to integrate by “participation, 
accommodation and finding non-assimilated harmony” or by providing citizens equal rights, and opportunities 
by the hosting communities.  

“That you can integrate yourself and your culture with them, but not forget your culture” “Integration means 
acceptance to the fact that you are just the way you want to be. It should be far from assimilating the Other” 
“I believe we should instead favor a new meaning in which it is understood as a dynamic and reciprocal 
process” Sardinia, Italy. “Constantly trying to get the people you come to, to accept you”. Sisak, 
Croatia.  

Despite these variations in responses, integration as “the new way of life” came out as the most frequent 
meaning of integration across the interviews. Although this differs from the most common theme of belonging 
from the survey results, both represent the risks and rewards necessary to be taken when embarking on the 
new, and in becoming part of a community separate from yourself. Whether it is the life of a migrant, 
refugee, asylum seeker, citizen, or local, it is clear that each has a life and circumstances that is different 
from the other regardless of their categorisations, and such differences correspond to their ability to adapt, 
or not, in the face of change. The next section of this analysis embarks with this assumption that attempts 
to avoid migranticised language, and instead, assumes that that integration is a natural human phenomenon 
that is only hindered or enhanced, and seeks to understand what such factors may be.  

“Adjustment is everything, and if the immigrant wants to belong to the community, the obstacles are 
overpowered.” 

The multiple dimensions of integration 

Building on the assumption that integration is a multidimensional concept, too complex to be captured by a 
single metric, participants were asked to outline whether a range of different factors of integration were 
either important or not in supporting integration. These dimensions were Participation, Plans, Knowledge, 
Networks, Belonging and Security, and the percentage of respondents who strongly agreed with the 
importance of each can be seen in the figure. Each dimension however contained sub-dimensions in order 
to provide a more nuanced exploration, which can be seen in the figure. 

Q: Which factors are most important for supporting integration? (summary of strongly agree) 
(N=570) 
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Figure above: Meanings of integration and their frequency 
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Q: Which factors are most important for supporting integration? (N=570) 

 

Security 

The highest ranked dimension in terms of importance in supporting integration was Security, with 78% of 
respondents strongly agreeing. Within this dimension, having secure accommodation was ranked the highest, 
with 79% of respondents strongly agreeing of its importance, followed by health and wellbeing (79%) and 
financial security and work (77%). 

The findings from the interviews further supports the dimension of security and the practicality of its 
outcome, however 2 respondents referred explicitly to the notion of ownership and recognition as an 
imperative element for integration; home ownership and work recognition. One respondent linked the good 
future to come and development of a man with buying a flat. “I plan to learn Polish, so I am more fluent. 
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We are also thinking of buying a flat if we get a bank loan. A man has to develop. I believe we have a good 
future ahead of us here” 

Some other respondents expressed frustration and anguish by the fact that they are not able to own a house 
or a car. For him, ownership is connected with a better way for life this is a precondition for integration    

I wanted to buy a house. That’s why I have earned and bought it. If I plan to buy a car, I earn and buy. But 
in Moldavia, there is no possibility to do so….The money left is enough to buy food only. There is no possibility 
of making plans and solving problems. There is no opportunity…. I have to take what’s new and integrate 
better. Better. If I want to change my life, it’s because I don’t feel well. I must stop suffering. 

For respondents, ownership concern is linked to access to well paid jobs and opportunities. It was interesting 
how some respondents were looking for recognition through their jobs and they even differentiate between 
a “ Job” and a “ real job” as the latter being the access to normal  permit and thus a normal way of life. A 
whatever job only grants a life and it is transitional to have a “real life”.   

“Then, a sponsor law came out in Italy with which an Italian could invite, at his own risk and expense, a 
person from abroad to work as a housekeeper or caregiver. Here, this was my first work residence permit, 
which allowed me to look for a real job, not as a housekeeper. So, I could switch to a normal permit”.  

Perceptions about jobs and works were different, as another respondent thought that work is a way for 
others to get to know him better.  “The work of the local community, but then also for them to see my work. 
Because then it helps to get to know us more”. Another respondent said “...that’s why integration is important 
to me because I will get to know them and they will get to know me and then when I would work and have 
a job they would create some image of me”. In this, work becomes an image builder and in this he alluded 
to the notion of belonging that he wants to create which will be explored in the next section. 

Belonging 

The next highest ranked dimension in terms of importance was Belonging, with an average of 69% of 
respondents scoring it as very important. Within the individual sub-dimensions, ‘trust in the community’ 
interestingly ranked slightly higher than ‘feeling like part of a community’, and both ranked below the 
Networks sub-dimension of ‘having access to employment opportunities’, and the Knowledge sub-dimension 
of ‘being competent in the local language’. 

As one respondent interestingly elicited the feeling of belonging encountered in his daily life and nonetheless, 
he feels safe “I feel I don’t belong here. I feel alien when I buy a ticket. You hear they talk about you. You 
feel pressure all the time. How is it possible to feel good then? No matter the difficulties, I feel safer here. 
The problem is I miss my family.” 

Nonetheless, concerns were expressed about understanding the new context and being prudent about its 
values, as two respondents expressed it. “Much depends on one’s sensitivity. Identity issues are linked to 
certain values people have. I have been engaged in NGO activity and felt it was important to feel good” 

“...being able to be familiar with the environment that he lives in -not being adventurer, criminal, but being 
honest, industrious, moral, so that he can be assimilated by the local society. Respecting the customs of the 
country that he lives, the religion, the legislation”. 

Networks (Care & repair) 

Networks ranked third with an average of 65% of respondents ranking the sub-dimensions as being very 
important. The first sub-dimension, access to different employment opportunities ranks highly as 4th most 
important, however the second, ‘having good contacts in the city such as friends and family’, falls 8th. This 
aligns with Security being the top dimension, since networks are essential in facilitating the finding of 
employment. It also falls in line with the concept of ‘embedding’ as developed by Phillimore (2015), Ryan 
and Mulholland (2015), as the process of forging social relations which enhance connectedness with a place, 
and therefore supports livelihood creation and the access to opportunities.  

The majority of respondents in the interviews agreed that networking is a key factor to their integration 
process success. However, in the interviews, a participant argues “We don't have a great relationship with 
other people, the only thing is to say hello to people on the street. They greet us and we greet them, but 
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there is no communication or relationship. They have no motivation to communicate with us, and then we 
have no motivation to get back to them” 

Religious connections through mosque/church – prove to be important in Croatia, but negative in Greece, 
and neutral in Italy. 
 
Knowledge & capacity 
The dimension of Knowledge, with 64% of respondents ranking it’s factors as very important, comes 4th in 
the hierarchy. It’s sub-dimension of ‘being competent in the local language’ however scores highly (70% 
strongly agree) in 5th place, and is a factor that arises strongly across most integration related questions in 
this study. ‘Being able to navigate local institutions such as housing, employment, health and education’ is 
ranked at 64%, followed by the ability to ‘apply skills and education’ further down at 60%. 

“And I mean, for me, yes, I know more now. I know the situation, I know how things go at work”.  

Language acquisition - as a communication tool – is deemed important: “I have learnt that communication 
has a primary function. If you know how to communicate, you can go on, you can go anywhere.” However 
it is extremely difficult. “For an immigrant, it is even more difficult because there is an obstacle given by the 
local language.” And further, “That is not a problem for me to say it. The fact that they speak their language 
in communities, and too often only their dialect, has created enormous problems.” And more so: “Think that 
a considerable difficulty people experience, at this moment, is at a mental level. It is the language because 
it is the way we think. So, my main obstacle is language” 

Imagination, future & choice 

Interestingly, only 54% of respondents ranked the dimension of Plans as ‘very important’, which contained 
the sub-dimensions of ‘feeling free to leave or return to the city when you wish’ and ‘seeing a future for 
yourself and having plans to stay for a long time’. Although these sub-dimensions relate to notions of agency 
and independence - factors often deemed important in integration literature - within these responses they 
are perhaps seen as non-essential in the short term, and instead feature more as long term aspirations after 
security, a sense of belonging, and the facilitating networks of and knowledge and support are achieved. 

In the interviews, it emerges that the choice of a destination is the most important one, alongside the 
imaginaries of place. 

Participation & agency 

The dimension of Participation ranked the lowest in terms of importance in supporting integration, with only 
44% of participants scoring the factor as ‘very important’. These consisted of the sub-dimensions of 
‘representation in political and media discourse’ (47% listed as ‘very important’), ‘being able to participate in 
local politics’ (44%), and ‘being able to participate in national politics’ (40%). Similar to the dimension of 
Plans, this suggests that Participation sits as a more long-term aspiration, superseded by more direct and 
immediate needs. 

What is most important? 

As opposed to ranking each dimension individually, the figure below shows the results to a similar question 
on the dimensions of integration, however this time summarised into three, with participants being only able 
to select one. The results from this show ‘being (financially) autonomous’ as having the highest frequency 
of responses with 42% of respondents selecting it. This is followed by ‘being (socially) well connected’ with 
29% of responses, and lastly ‘being able to choose what is better for yourself’ with 26% of responses. This 
reflects and reaffirms the results from the figure, and makes intuitive sense since financial autonomy would 
often equate to security in terms of shelter, food and livelihood creation.  
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Q: Which is most important for you? 

 

However, as we can see from the interviews, each of these dimensions are intrinsically intertwined: 
employment and security leads to identity, facilitates social connections and community, and therefore a 
sense of belonging; security does not only mean obtaining a property, but also the creation of a home and 
a sense of place and ownership in a place; and employment does not only relate to income, but also leads 
to visibility within a community, a corresponding pride and purpose, and the agency to approach integration 
from a position of equality. Between all these dimensions is the knowledge and networks that create the 
links between the acts, and which ultimately facilitate the process of belonging within a larger community, 
and the process of adaptation to change: the most common definition of integration as found in the previous 
chapter. 

The actors of integration 

In order to explore more closely the relations of integration, participants were asked to rank the importance 
of the role of different actors within the integration process. From these results, a pattern in scale emerged 
quite clearly, with the top three actors of education institutions (68% designated ‘very important’), host and 
migrant community (65%) and authorities at local level (61%), all being actors on the immediate local and 
community scale. Besides ‘National government’ (ranked 4th with 57% of respondents viewing it as ‘very 
important’), this pattern in scale continues downwards, with authorities at a regional level (47%), media 
(45%), and the largest scale institution of the EU (40%) all ranking as the least important actors. This 
emphasis on local relations also corresponds to the dimension of Plans, where we saw that ‘having influence 
over local decisions’ ranked above the importance of ‘participation in national elections’, and appears to be 
a clear trend throughout the results. 
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Q: In your opinion, how important or unimportant is the role of each of the following actors for 
successful integration? 

 

Some additional insights this question provides is the fact education institutions are ranked the highest, 
despite Knowledge as a dimension being ranked as the 4th most important amongst the 6 dimensions of 
integration in the previous section. This difference emphasises how where considering actors, and therefore 
more explicitly relationships and networks, the emphasis of different dimensions can shift. 

However, in the interviews, there was a variability not seen from the survey responses. But this varies 
depending on whether it is a family, or an individual - priorities change. This shows from the photo elicitation.  

Q: Where do you turn for practical support to increase your sense of integration? (N=466) 
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The Figure above asks the question of the importance of actors again, however focuses more broadly on a 
local scale, and only allows participants to select a single choice. The results show a clear result in the 
importance of the local community with 32% of respondents selecting it, roughly twice that of the next three 
responses of NGO’s (17%), family (17%) and migrant community (16%). This large difference may be due 
to participants interpreting the ‘local community’ as representing a more interpersonal group than that of 
‘NGO’s’ or the ‘Local authority’, or perhaps as a more diverse set of networks than the ‘Family’, ‘Migrant 
community’ or ‘Neighbours’.  

However, when the responses of those who stated they had migrated to the city they were in is compared 
against those who instead said were born there, a strong contrast emerges. Whereas only 22% of those who 
migrated to the city reported they would turn to the ‘Local community’ for integration support, 44% of those 
who were born there said they would. And whereas 24% of migrants reported turning to the ‘Migrant 
community’ for integration support, only 8% of those born in the city said they would. This on the one hand 
nicely supports Wessendorf’s (2018) view of the ‘crucial acquaintances’ of migrant integration being forged 
between other migrants as ‘bridges’ of social capital. But on the other hand, this result represents a point in 
the survey where the distinction between which group is doing the integrating suddenly becomes blurred, 
and suggests a certain success in the rationale of the methodology. The question that emerges is whether 
those who identified as being born in the city were answering from their perceived perspective of a migrant, 
or instead from their own position as a ‘local’? If it is the former, then the difference between responses is 
significant, and represents a clear disjuncture in perspective on integration between both groups. But if the 
reason is the latter, then it means those born in the city have been answering the questions of integration 
from a personal perspective, i.e; as a natural human process not limited to those who cross borders, but as 
a universal experience faced by anyone in their daily lives.  

Q: Where do you turn for practical support to increase your sense of integration? Migrant 
against born in city. (N=466) 

 

Differences in where participants turned to for integration support amongst those who identified as migrating 
to their city also differed across gender: Men were more likely to turn to the local authority for support than 
women (13% against 8%), as well as to neighbours (10% against 6%). Whereas women were more likely 
to turn towards NGO's (20% against 14%) and family (18% against 16%). 
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There was also an age difference: Those aged 35+ were also more likely to turn to the local community than 
those aged between 18-34 (35% against 29%) and neighbours (9% against 6%). Whereas 18-34 year olds 
were more likely to turn toward family (19% against 16%). When looking specifically at those who identified 
as migrating to the city, this difference between 18-34 year olds turning towards the family for integration 
support more than 34+ year olds is even greater (32% against 22%). 

Q: Where do you turn for practical support to increase your sense of integration? 18-34 year 
olds against 34+. (N=466) 

 

Multiple lives 

From the exploration of the different dimensions of integration as found in the survey and interview data, 
there are a number of trends and patterns that have emerged across groups in terms of the priorities in 
dimensions of achieving integration. 

However, despite this, priorities for integration certainly can change depending on circumstance, and the 
needs of a young person newly arrived in a city will differ to that of a more long-standing parent with 
dependants, or a person born within the territory in their later years experiencing uncertainty over more 
newly arrived groups. 

As such, to approach the subject of integration through a delineated framework that could include all seems 
unlikely, but to individually categorise all groups with targeted interventions seems equally unfeasible due to 
the inherent diversity and multitude of experience.  

Instead, it seems essential to recognise the diversity in trajectories of integration, and that each individual 
will be situated on a different point or stage of integration. Policy design should recognise these different 
trajectories, and seek to remove blockages, rather than constraining integration into certain forms.  
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“I am very pleased to explain to you why I chose this photo. When I left my home, my mother was looking 
at me and crying because I told her I was going to Europe and that I didn't have the money and documents 
for the plane to do so. ...On the day of my departure, my mother accompanied me to the door and was left 
alone watching me leave and she had tears and I also looked at her and stood still with tears. This photo, 
found on the web, reminds me of that moment, exactly that day when I started my journey.” Senegali, Male, 
Cagliari, Italy. 

Assessing the visible practices of integration 

Q: Which practices are you most familiar with? (N=432) 
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This section covers a part of the survey which aimed to explore more explicitly the specific integration 
practices of each territory, in order to assess the effectiveness of current integration methods already in 
place. To do so, each partner provided a list of the most established integration practices within their territory, 
and participants were asked to select the one they were most familiar with to answer questions on. Whilst 
individual feedback was provided to each partner, within this report the practices are analysed holistically, 
with each one being placed within overarching categories of services in order to allow for a wider cross-
analysis of integration provision across the territories. The Figure above shows the types of services from 
each practice which form of service participants said they were most familiar with, as well as showing a 
breakdown between those who reported migrating to their city and those who were born there since some 
interesting variation could be found. 

Comparing between the groups the results mostly only vary slightly, however there is a clear difference 
between employment services, with those who migrated to the city having twice the rate of familiarity than 
those who didn’t (12% against 6%). There is also a variation within familiarity with intercultural activities, 
with those who migrated being less familiar than those born in the city (14% against 19%). For both groups 
however, ‘Education, skills and language training’ is the form of service provision most were familiar with. 
This aligned with the findings from the interviews, where language support was one of the most frequent 
mentions amongst all categories of respondents in regard to essential integration support services, since 
knowledge of the local language was necessary in order to access all other forms of services, resources and 
networks. Legal and administrative support was the second service participants across both groups were 
most familiar with, which was also a common theme in the interviews, since having valid paperwork and 
documents was essential before other factors such as housing and work could be formally acquired.  

The rate of familiarity with these top two services could be related to the finding that security is the top 
priority before any integration efforts can take place; in the ability to communicate and navigate networks 
and institutions, and to have legal certification to do so. However, the fact that housing emerges as the 
service respondents were least familiar with breaks this logic, since as we saw in the previous section, ‘having 
secure accommodation’ was ranked as the most important factor in supporting integration by respondents. 
On the one hand this result could mean participants have not been seeking out housing support as much as 
other services, but on the other, contrasted against other findings in this analysis, it is more likely housing 
support services are either absent or inaccessible across most territories. This is also supported by the figure 
below which asked participants whether the practice they chose was effective in supporting integration, 
which revealed housing services as the most effective form of service delivery with 97% of respondents 
agreeing, suggesting it would be a service most would seek out. 

Answered “yes” to question ‘Is the practice effective in facilitating social integration?’  (N=413) 

 

Comparison across those who stated migrating to the city and those who were born there is not displayed 
in figure above since there was little variation to be found. Across groups however, intercultural activities 
came out on top as the most effective form of integration service (97% of respondents agreed), which is 
also a service respondents had most familiarity with. Interestingly, despite legal and administrative support 
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services being the service most participants are familiar with, it is seen as the least effective of the set, 
although 86% of respondents still agreed it was effective. This is a finding that is explored in more detail 
later on. 

Q: Why was it effective? (N=133) 

 

A follow-up question of ‘why’ was given to the 133 participants who answered yes to a practice being 
effective. These answers were categorised within themes and can be seen in the figure above. These 
answers tended to reiterate the aim of the form of service they had selected, and so was not entirely 
informative, however some insights can still be found. The most common category of answer, with 54% of 
respondents stating it as a reason for effectiveness, was the support of intercultural community networks 
between local and other migrants. This is interesting, since it arises far more frequently than the reason of 
‘security and stability’, despite this being an integration factor deemed most important in other questions. 
This could perhaps be attributed to the question being one of hindsight, rather than foresight. In that, when 
the question of integration is more generally and conceptually asked, security comes out on top, but when 
participants are asked to explicitly reflect on the experience of an integration service, it is the intercultural 
networks that reveal themselves first and foremost as having been the most valuable aspect.  

Q: What do you think is missing in terms of integration support services? (N=246) 

Lastly, the Figure below shows the results of a question which asked participants which integration support 
services they thought were missing from their territory. Answers were hugely varied, with some reflecting 
on the absence of specific services, others on their effectiveness, and others on more emotional and 
psychological factors. As such, there are a large number of categorisations of responses which can be viewed 
as a summary of all the previous questions within this section. 
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Coordination, organisation, and communication of integration practices 

This category was raised by a quarter of respondents, and referred not to the specific integration service 
itself, but the more technical aspects of its delivery and organisation. The most frequent sub-factor within 
this category within 12% of responses was the coordination of different integration organisations, NGO’s, 
groups and institutions, with a common view being that integration services felt disjointed and poorly 
connected. Other sub-factors included the poor visibility and promotion of what practices existed (6% of 
responses) and the sharing of knowledge and best practice both locally and internationally (2%). 

 

“A coordination team made up of the different entities and organizations that work in the migration sector.” 

“A hub where all services converge and/or can be coordinated.” 
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“Coordination of all relevant institutions and joint work and assistance in the integration of our new citizens.” 

“I think there is a lack of real coordination of the various realities (foreign communities, volunteering, public 
bodies, etc.) working for integration. There is fragmented and contradictory information on rights/obligations 
and on how to access services.” 

Intercultural programmes, welcoming and meditation 

Mentioned by 24%, this category focussed on the more humanistic and communal element of integration 
practices, with the most frequent sub-category (10% of responses) relating to the organisation and 
promotion of intercultural activities. The absence of spaces within the local community which could support 
welcome initiatives and community engagement was specifically mentioned by 8% of respondents. And 
lastly, 5% of respondents felt that a more personal and individualised form of service delivery was missing, 
in which new arrivals could be supported by a cultural mediator throughout their integration process rather 
than constantly moving from service to service where their situation would have to be re-explained. 

“A permanent common space where access is for socio-cultural exchange and a home space of convalescence 
for immigrants without a family network.” 

“Real and concrete possibilities of interaction between the local community and migrants.” 

“A counter that supports you throughout the duration of your procedure”; 

“Civic education courses and local and locally-based meeting facilities” 

“Higher focus on involving them in a community. So far that was just done by giving money and social 
benefits but in no way that is helping integration.” 

Language, education, skills and employment 

This category of language, education, skills and employment has been addressed in many other parts of this 
analysis, and was mentioned in 24% of responses. Within the sub-categories, employment support came out 
as the second most frequent response out of all the categories with 12% of respondents stating adequate 
services were missing. Language and translation services fell below this at 8% of responses, with inclusive 
education for young people falling lower down at 3% of responses. Surprisingly, inclusive education for 
young people was the only factor which showed variation between those who reported migrating to the city 
as opposed to being born there (5% against 1%). 

“Public services are not connected, officials do not speak English so even migrants/refugees who speak 
beyond their mother tongue, English, French cannot communicate adequately.” 

“Free language lessons, assistance in dealing with official matters (e.g. room markings and indications of 
direction in several languages, especially in places of registration of residence)” 

“Professional figures and effective connections that can help migrants to get through the procedures to get 
a job.” 

“The possibility to have documents and work faster.” 

Legal support, representation, participation and equality 

Mentioned by 14% of respondents, this category included the sub-categories of support for legal 
documentation, but also wider themes of political representation, participation within society, and the 
equality of rights. As outlined earlier, legal and administrative support was viewed as the least effective 
service across the territories, and is seen in the figure below as being explicitly mentioned as a subcategory 
by 7% of respondents. Reasons provided usually related to overly bureaucratic procedures, large barriers in 
accessibility and comprehension, and was a key area of frustration for respondents. The subcategory of 
political participation and representativity was mentioned by 4% of respondents, and the absence of political 
will and commitment, usually in reference to national leadership, was raised by 3%. 

“A less complicated bureaucracy, the difficulties of obtaining documents does not facilitate searching and 
finding a job with a contract.” 
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“The exclusion of many migrants from having a valid residence permit is a great obstacle to integration. 
Illegal immigrants do not exist on a legal level. They are ghosts that cannot integrate, being excluded from 
the society in which they live.” 

“A general problem which is a barrier to providing proper integration services is the lack of a strategic and 
systematic approach to integration at the national level. This is exacerbated by the lack of political 
commitment to integration.” 

Accessibility and provision of health, housing and support services 

The final category, mentioned by 13% of respondents, relates to general service provision. The absence of 
support for housing was raised by 5% of respondents, which is a result lower than expected considering it 
was the service respondents were least familiar with. Further down the list, support for physical and mental 
health was mentioned in 3% of responses, followed by general accessibility of services (3%), and targeted 
support for the youth and elderly (2%). 

“Providing, promoting and ensuring sustainable affordable and secure housing and accommodation solutions 
is a key service that is missing.” 

“Whenever I need to get any public service, for example, access to health security or apply for my residence 
permit, I get terrible service, and people in public places don't treat you well.” 

Our healthcare system needs to be supported by an effective cultural mediation service for all non-citizens 
that access healthcare facilities independently.” 

“Securing the future, providing a decent life for children, and not to be left in the middle of the road to the 
unknown.” 

Urban encounters: Relationships as a practice 

In reviewing the literature, spatial practices for integration policies are often focused on places which are 
thought to redirect policy away from focus on migrants and refugees themselves, who may, for example, 
not self-identify with these labels or may not wish to settle, onto building stronger communities, solidarities 
and convivial spaces among all inhabitants. In this, Fiddian- Qasmiyeh (2015, 2016a) relates integration to 
diverse forms and practices of what she called as “urban encounter”: with and between different people, 
places and services, temporalities and materialities, beliefs and desires, and sociocultural and political 
systems. For her, the reading of integration from a hospitality lens is fatalistic and it is more productive to 
substitute it by the lens of “being together” and “being with”. Urban encounters can allow for the recognition 
of challenges and potentials that emerge from the everyday encounters among people (hosts, citizens, 
migrants, refugees) being together and being with each other. 
Urban encounters take different forms, occupy different spaces and times, some are induced and others are 
born by everyday lives encounters. Four broad urban encounters spheres emerged from the interviews which 
are; Institutional, commercial, religious and social. Whilst the open-ended survey questions in this analysis 
used thematic analysis; the creation of categories of responses which best fit the results, for the question 
on personal practices answers were instead coded within the five urban spheres revealed from the interviews. 
This was since the question of personal practices were best understood in the wider narrative of individual 
integration experience. Interviews from Ioannina were particularly revealing of how practices are lacking in 
many areas whether in terms of language acquisition, access to housing, education and most importantly 
daily interaction with others living in the city. It was also note mentioning that negative perceptions were 
described as a practice that is counter impacting other potential practices in the future;   

“Good practices begin when you look at the other person and see a person, in the sense, you very often 
make the mistake of looking at other people and seeing and thinking that they are alien, that they come 
from who knows what reality. Instead if you look at the other person and see the person, everything starts 
from there, you know that that person has a different experience from yours, but the cases of life could have 
led you to be in his place and therefore you must always be empathetic and put yourself in someone else's 
shoes. So good practices also arise from this state of mind in my opinion, that is, you have to approach it in 
the best possible way”. Ioannina, Greece  
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Gender related encounters were a recurrent theme in the interviews and there was a sense amongst the 
interviewees that gender plays a certain role.  

“Usually, there were almost families here and, in all of them, it was only the men who worked. At least, in 
the ones I have met. Some women work, for example, the greengrocer's wife. But, even in this case, only 
because the activity belongs to her husband. Thanks to her, all the women came to the parish with 
their children, where it is easier to mix because integration is not only with Italians, it is also 
with other foreigners. There are many ethnic groups, different religions, many different people”. Brescia, 
Italy.  

Women as default caretakers of their children have more urban encounters from men. Their daily lives entail 
several additional activities with their children which exposes them to a wider pool of people and spaces. 
Having said that, in certain cases, women are hindered by the lack of economic independence from their 
partners and thus have limited mobility compared to others. 

“Greek lessons are provided by some N.G.O. but they are held in the center of the city but due to the 
ticket of the urban many women are unable to go”. Ioannina. Greece. 

Q: Have you initiated or adopted any particular practices or habits (not through an organisation) 
that you think has supported either yours or others integration efforts? (N=143) 

 

Institutional encounters: 

Respondents listed many programmes and activities of integration such as language training centers, 
scholarship programs for artists coming from endangered countries (ICORN), immigrant support centers, 
European Solidarity Center, and schools. Most of these programmes were initiated in an institutional 
environment. What was interesting to note is that respondents commented about the efficiency of these 
programs when interaction was the most with the program initiator. This is why many respondents referred 
to schools as great encounters for children as well as for their families.  

“...with the children and the school, they were left alone at home and did not have the opportunity to socialize 
with other children and had homework over the internet and it was also difficult for them because of the 
language they learning through physical contact. It wasn't easier because of the corona”.   Sisak, Croatia.        

How state rules are negotiated: in the survey, one participant mentioned returning to a government practice 
on different days and getting different results, suggesting the emotional relational character even of legal 
structures and frameworks.  
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Commercial encounters 

One respondent suggested that multi ethnic product shops can be potential spaces to get to know the other. 
In his point of view, ignorance of the other way of life creates a certain distance and does not create needs 
to connect. For example, shops that only sell Chinese products will likely be visited by Chinese community 
and thus exclude such spaces from encounters with others. In his opinion “There must be an exchange 
between immigrants coming from other countries, between immigrants and locals...I don’t go to Chinese 
shops, not because they sell poor quality products, no, I don’t think so. It is because of ignorance, I don’t 
know their products. So, I’d rather go to Esselunga (supermarket), where I know what to get”. 

Religious encounters   

Many respondents refer to religious events, spaces and practices as opportunities to know the other from 
within and outside the community. One respondent referred to Ramadan dinners as special, lively and 
pleasing moments that created solidarity and brought up suffering stories;  

“We met people who brought us stories of suffering but also created strong solidarity. I don't know, I think 
back to the quarrels that ended for Ramadan…. It became a moment we all expected. I think about this 
liveliness. I think it was special. I wanted to tell you about it because it was pleasing” Brescia, Italy.  

Other respondents referred to the religious community as a networking inducer which helped them to 
integrate.  “The Islamic community in Sisak also helps a lot in our integration and we are connected with 
them”.  

Few respondents praised the church and its supporting youth programs as a great tool for integration “Church 
in Zagreb deals with and works on the integration of asylum seekers and asylum seekers and I am involved 
in the youth program” 

Social encounters 

Many respondents referred to socializing as a main driver for integration as it opens up channels of 
communication. However, the common denominator for all encounters was to build a network of relations, 
finding friends and belonging to a community as two respondents from Brescia put it through:  “To have 
friends in that community, local friends, because you need to get involved in the dynamics of the community”. 
From Ghana to Brescia, Italy.  

“So, friendship helped me a lot. I have some local friends with whom I can talk and have dinner together. I 
have learnt a lot of things in Italian, and that was the most important thing to overcome problems”. Victor, 
Brescia, Italy  

Socializing extended over a variety of activities; cultural, agricultural, sports, artistic, culinary and many 
others. Many respondents expressed the values and benefits of socializing; 

“One thing that facilitates integration is communication with people. The other thing I can say is socializing, 
cycling, sports. I meet people through it”.          

“I also take part in events organized by cultural institutions in Gdańsk. I like it when you can come, cook 
food with others and talk to people. The Urban Culture Institute also has an interesting offer” 

“The Municipality also gave us things to do, we put up some wash houses but, after a 4-year project, we no 
longer knew what to clean. So, we moved into the construction field and created a social garden and a social 
orchard with a field”. 

Conclusion: An urban encounter with and between spaces: Here and there  

The above findings were representative of the emerging urban encounters as diverse forms and practices 
with and between different people, places and services, temporalities and materialities, beliefs and desires. 
One of the main issues that came out within the findings is the unboundedness of integration to a time or 
space. Integration starts from the day one person moves to a new place to live a new life. Two responses to 
the photo elicitation exercise were the most revealing about the practice of integration with the self from the 
place a person arrived to. The photos, respondents decided to share are a depiction of a place that brings 
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home to their new lives. Previous encounter exported to their new lives that makes them feel safe and 
secure. “...this place… means that my life has two parts. One part is that place that reminds me of my past, 
...in Syria because I was always sitting by the window there too. And now the other part of my life is here 
in Sisak”. Syrian male- a Family of five children- Sisak, Croatia.   

Looking at this practice as an urban practice with the place is a form of integration that is built into daily life 
whereby people are trying to build the new rhythm of their lives by finding connections to their previous 
lives.  “I chose this place because it reminds me of everything I went through in life. Everywhere I went I 
loved having one such place where I could think and remember everything I had been through”. Afghani, 
Male, Zagreb, Croatia.  

  

 

Integration starts from the first day someone wakes up to find himself/herself in a new way of life and 
integration practices start to build up from that moment onwards. ”... It is my friend’s birthday party. There 
are a lot of people here, the atmosphere is cool. I associate that with comfort and being together. It is all 
about coziness, not partying. You can go to the toilet, take a nap. Anything goes.” Polish, works for an 
American consultancy company in Gdansk, Poland. Originally from Gdynia 
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Conclusion 
The present report is not about how successful integration of migrants into host societies looks like, or how 

to achieve better levels of integration. It is rather about unpacking and problematizing the notion of 
integration, and related research and policy. Firstly, integration is often used to implement social control. 

Secondly, there is not necessarily the need to integrate. Host societies are not asked to integrate – why 

would migrants need to do that? We live in cities. We learn how to access them – their services, jobs and 
housing, depending on different levels of privilege, capitals, status and networks. This is rather more relevant. 

The discourse on integration should be completely reframed as a discourse around urban equality and right 

to the city. Thirdly, integration is a state-centred concept grounded in the distinction between host/guest 
and citizen/migrant. There is a sense that ‘they’ are being incorporated into ‘our’ codes, into our spaces. 

Integration is still unfortunately seen as the ability of the other to adapt to the context and the society. Yet 

the question on integration should also be around how the context and the society moulds around foreigners.  

Integration – if we accept its need – is shaped by individual agency, however the responsibility for it doesn’t 
fall on individuals alone –integration is shaped very much by outside forces such as policy and media. The 

latter calls for reconceptualise and reposition integration in migration research and policy. As long as we 

keep framing migration though integration, as long as we keep pursuing integration policies – we will not 
really support the flourishing of migrant communities in cities nor the peaceful coexistence between diverse 

groups. Integration must be reframed as forms and practices of urban encounter, as ‘relational’ practices, 

extremely subjective and non normative, process-based and emplaced. 

Through this research we attempted to go back once more to the notion of integration, question its 

foundations, to rethink hospitality and citizenship. The way we did it was primarily through the design of the 
research methods and a deep reflection on positionality and the relationship between researcher and 

researched subject. First, we tried to move away from pre-set migranticised categories to let participants 

define themselves without bias in the surveys and interviews. Secondly, the research was very much shaped 
by the idea that integration is a form of transformative relation, between people, places and institutions. It 

is driven by individual choices and collective constraints. It is the way we all build an urban basis for ourselves.  

So the attempt was to decolonise the notion of integration by unlinking it from structures of power and 

privilege, policy and disciplinary language and categories.  

 


